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Delay discounting is the decrease in the value of a reinforcer as a function of the
delay to the delivery of the reinforcer. Individuals who exhibit steep delay
discounting are commonly referred to as ‘impulsive’ and are at a greater risk of
behavior problems such as poor academic performance, addiction, and excessive
risk-taking. One effective intervention is a concurrent activity, in which the
individual must complete a task demand during the waiting period. Rules and rulegoverned behavior also play a critical role in improving delay discounting rates
across populations, and may be used as an intervention to promote self-controlled
responses. The present study consists of a component analysis comparing rules and
concurrent activities both individually and as a package intervention in a multiple
baseline across participants design. In addition, participants completed an
assessment battery to determine the extent of their impulsivity and how accurately
the assessments predicted treatment outcomes. The results showed that concurrent
activities were both effective and preferred for three of the five treatment
participants, and partially effective for a fourth. Rules may enhance this efficacy
further.
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Toward the Development of a Practitioner-Friendly Delay Tolerance
Assessment and Treatment for Typically-Developing Children
Introduction
The environment exposes organisms to a myriad of reinforcement and
punishment schedules at any given moment. These schedules, referred to as
concurrent schedules, are independent and largely exclusive of one another; the
organism cannot respond in a way that satisfies all or most of the schedules in place
at once (Ferster & Skinner, 1957). Thus, the organism must allocate its time and
effort across schedules. Colloquially, ‗making a choice‘ simply involves this
response allocation to an alternative amongst multiple available options (Martin et
al., 2006).
Concurrent schedules take many forms and include any number of
consequence parameters. In turn, the different parameters produce distinct patterns
in responding, with each pattern affecting the organism in both the short- and longterm. When only one parameter, such as magnitude, differs between schedules,
response allocation is predictable and logical across species (Green & Myerson,
2004). When all other variables are equal, given a choice between a small or large
amounts of a reinforcer, an organism will reliably select the larger of the two.
However, when consequences differ across multiple parameters, particularly those
involving probability or time, there is significantly more variability between
individuals, and selections may become less optimal or rational (McDevitt et al.,
2019).
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The terms ‗self-controlled‘ and ‗impulsive‘ describe polar response patterns
produced by schedules that differ across two specific parameters—magnitude and
time. Competing concurrent schedules force the organism to respond for either a
smaller reinforcer delivered sooner (SS), or a larger reinforcer delivered later (LL),
after a delay. Allocating a disproportionate number of responses to the SS
reinforcer rather than the LL reinforcer is therefore deemed impulsive, while
primarily allocating responses to the LL reinforcer would be considered selfcontrolled. As impulsivity describes a molar pattern of selection, intermittent
selection of a SS reinforcer does not constitute impulsivity per se (Paglieri, 2016).
Similarly, consistent selection of the SS reinforcer when optimal responding
addresses immediate needs over distant needs may not constitute ‗true‘ impulsivity
(Kagel et al., 1986; Stevens & Stephens, 2010).
Clinically, impulsive response patterns are important as they contribute to a
host of detrimental conditions (Bickel et al., 2012). Individuals who tend to select
SS reinforcers over LL reinforcers are likely to prioritize reinforcers with
cumulative adverse health effects. For example, those who display more
impulsivity are more likely to start smoking (Audrain-McGovernet al., 2009), less
likely to attempt to or successfully quit (Athamneh et al., 2017; Barlow et al.,
2017), and more likely to relapse (Sheffer et al., 2014). Greater impulsivity also
predicts patterns of alcohol abuse and decreased response to treatment (MacKillop,
2016). Similar relationships exist between impulsive responding and abuse of
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marijuana (Peters et al., 2013), cocaine (Washio et al., 2011), and opioids (Kirby et
al., 1999; Madden et al., 1997), with stronger correlations between impulsivity and
abuse of multiple substances (Moody et al., 2016).
The relationship between impulsive responding and functioning extends to
substances and behaviors beyond drug use. Impulsivity is a risk factor in the
development of other behavior excesses. A preference for SS reinforcers is
associated with overeating, predicting both higher caloric intake and obesity
(Amlung et al., 2016; Epstein et al., 2010; Schlam et al., 2013). It also predicts
related precursor behaviors, such as purchasing unhealthy food items (Appelhans et
al., 2019). Furthermore, while impulsivity does not necessarily predict the severity
of gambling addiction, it does reliably predict and correlate with pathological
gambling (Madden et al., 2011; Wiehler & Peters, 2015). Pathological gamers often
display a preference for SS reinforcers over LL reinforcers, and impulsivity outperforms risk-taking as a predictor of excessive gaming behavior (Irvine et al.,
2013; Tian et al., 2018).
Impulsivity also relates to areas beyond health, safety, and behavior
excesses. The education system presents multiple naturally-occurring, significantly
delayed reinforcers. Due to the terminal reinforcers involved, such as grade point
averages (GPAs) and degrees which result from months or years of effort, measures
of impulsivity and self-control may be better predictors of academic performance
than a score on a single standardized exam (Duckworth & Seligman, 2006). That is,
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one would expect greater impulsivity to correlate with poorer academic
performance. Research corroborates this expectation, finding that impulsivity
correlates with lower GPAs in high school students (Freeney & O'Connell, 2010) as
well as college students (Kirby et al., 2005). The relationship between impulsivity
and grades may exist because the more impulsivity a student displays, the less they
engage with academic work (Acuff et al., 2017; Reed & Martens, 2011) and the
more they engage in disruptive behaviors in the classroom (Neef & Lutz, 2001).
The extent to which an individual prefers SS reinforcers influences and
predicts nearly every facet of their life. Impulsivity in childhood predicts financial
assets and behavior later in life. A child with impulsive preferences is less likely to
save money, less likely to contribute to 401K plans, more likely to make impulse
purchases, and more likely to drop out of school early (Hof, 2010; Moffit et al.,
2011). Longitudinal studies also demonstrated the significant predictive power of
impulsivity for emitting deviant behavior such as property crimes (Åkerlund et al.,
2016; Lee et al., 2017). Impulsivity significantly contributes to understanding and
predicting risky sexual behavior, such as unprotected sex (Sweeney et al., 2019).
Ultimately, impulsivity involves more than individual preferences. It
represents a trans-disease process underlying the development of a host of different
conditions (Bickel et al., 2012). By identifying those who engage in excessive
preferences for SS reinforcers early in life, it may be possible to ‗catch‘ impulsivity
before it reaches maladaptive levels and provide proactive, rather than reactive,
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treatment. Preventative identification and intervention for impulsivity could
potentially create immense savings for society and reduce human suffering. In the
United States alone, the Surgeon General estimated the annual social cost of
alcohol abuse at $249 billion, and $193 billion for drug use (U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, Office of the Surgeon General, 2016). Tremmel et al.
(2017) estimated the direct per-capita social costs of obesity in America at $70,200
over 10 years. Addressing the impulsivity supporting the development of such
behavior excesses may present them from forming entirely, thus reducing the
economic burden on medical, educational, and criminal justice systems as well as
the national workforce. The first step in such a proactive approach is the
development and dissemination of a valid assessment procedure to identify those
most at risk. The second step is the development of an evidence-based curriculum
for teaching self-control skills to at-risk individuals.
To develop such an assessment and curriculum requires an understanding of
reinforcer pathology. That is, identifying the extent to which an individual values
different reinforcers. A consequence loses value as a function of the delay to its
delivery, with immediate consequences being the most potent. Even minor delays
of a few seconds potentially impede skill acquisition and stimulus control
(Andrzejewski et al., 2004). The concomitant decrease in value of desirable
consequences as a function of delay is referred to as ‗delay discounting,‘ and those
individuals who discount steeply are described as impulsive (Madden & Johnson,
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2010). As the extent of delay discounting for various commodities in different
contexts is a measurable operant response, measuring the specified operant (i.e.,
selecting SS versus LL) provides an empirical foundation for assessing impulsivity.
The steepness with which value declines is determined by a variety of factors,
including the individual‘s learning history and repertoire, stimuli in the current
environment, and biological factors such as hormone secretion (Takahasi, 2004;
Takahasi et al., 2010) and neurological variables such as brain injury (Vonder Haar
et al., 2017). Manipulating a few of these factors, such as the individual‘s skills and
current environment, can alter the rate of discounting, and thus, change how
impulsively the individual responds. Two manipulations that offer promise for
improving waiting skills and increasing the selection of delayed reinforcers include
concurrent activities and rules.
Concurrent Activities
A concurrent activity, also known as a concurrent task or intervening
activity, is a task demand in place during the delay to a reinforcer. While a
concurrent activity occasionally takes the form of access to a preferred item such as
a favorite toy (e.g., Newquist et al., 2012), more often, it is an arbitrary, less
preferred task, such as completing a math worksheet or physical therapy exercise.
In some cases, engagement in the activity is optional, but typically, engaging in the
task is an additional requirement for reinforcer delivery at the end of the delay. In
other words, after the individual selects the LL reinforcer and waits for the full
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duration of the delay, they also must engage in the concurrent activity throughout
the requisite delay. In many clinical applications, behavior analysts use increases in
response effort to effectively decrease targeted responses (Friman & Poling, 1995).
Thus, the effect of the addition of the concurrent activity on delay discounting may
appear to be counter-intuitive—that is, while response effort increases, so too does
response allocation to the LL reinforcer.
In a typical delay discounting arrangement, individuals receive edible or
other tangible reinforcers, such as money or cigarettes. The immediate consequence
for selecting the LL reinforcer option includes the presentation of an austere
environment, as clinicians restrict attention and other positive reinforcers during the
waiting period. For behaviors maintained by positive reinforcement, transitioning
an individual to an austere environment following a response, as in timeout
procedures, thereby functions as punishment (Cooper et al., 2007), suggesting the
relative aversiveness of such an environment. It is possible that, molecularly, the
presentation of the delay not only abolishes the value of the LL reinforcer, it also
negatively punishes making the selection itself.
Furthermore, research shows that individuals exposed to austere
environments engage in higher rates of stereotypy compared to those in enriched
environments, suggesting that activity and sensory stimulation are valuable positive
automatic reinforcers in such an environment (Vollmer et al., 2014). While a task
demand functions as an aversive stimulus in an enriched environment, for many
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individuals, it may serve as a source of activity, attention, and stimulation in an
austere environment, particularly when the individual does not have a repertoire of
self-directed activities (e.g., telling stories to oneself, counting, tacting visible
items, etc.). This stimulation potentially reduces the aversiveness of the delay
period by providing stimuli with which the individual may interact.
The results of a study by Gadaire et al. (2014), comparing the effectiveness
of a task demand presented at the beginning to one presented at the end of the
waiting period, partially supports the hypothesis that the opportunity to engage in a
concurrent activity reduces the relative averseness of the waiting period. The
participants included three boys between the ages of 4 and 5-years-old with reports
of impulsive behavior. The comparison used an ABAB reversal design in which the
experimenter presented participants with a choice between completing a task
demand to access a low-preferred reinforcer immediately (condition A), or
accessing a high-preferred reinforcer after a delay (condition B). If participants
selected the delayed reinforcer in condition A, the experimenter presented the task
demand at the beginning of the delay, followed by a waiting period, followed by
the delivery of the reinforcer. If participants selected the delayed reinforcer in
condition B, they first waited a pre-determined length of time, then completed the
task demand, at which point the experimenter delivered the reinforcer immediately.
The results showed that all three participants selected the delayed reinforcer
in the majority of trials when the task occurred at the beginning of the delay, and
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selected the immediate reinforcer the majority of trials when the task occurred at
the end of the delay. As selection decreased when the immediate consequence
involved a waiting period, this finding may indicate that immediate presentation of
an austere waiting period punished responses selecting the delayed reinforcer. An
alternative interpretation is that the immediate task demand both decreased the
aversiveness of the waiting period as well as established the post-task waiting
period as a negative reinforcer. In other words, a waiting period that would
otherwise function similarly to a timeout now functioned more similarly to a break.
To compare the effects of the timing of the task demand, the task demand
was not present for the entire waiting period. While the shortened demand was
necessary for analytic purposes, it may also present a potential limitation. In the
majority of literature in which a concurrent activity was provided as an intervention
for impulsivity, the task demand was present for the entirety of the delay, rather
than just a portion of it. While the findings of Gadaire et al. (2014) support the
presentation of the concurrent activity at the beginning of the waiting period, this
limitation may restrict the conclusions drawn from the study with regard to the
effects of concurrent activities.
Rather than evaluate concurrent activities occupying a portion of a waiting
period, it is more common to combine concurrent activities with delay fading.
When fading in delays, researchers typically introduce only a portion of the delay
initially, with the concurrent activity present throughout the truncated waiting
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period. For example, Bloh (2010) evaluated a concurrent activity plus delay fading
intervention with three school-age boys with a diagnosis of attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). The evaluation used a multiple baseline across
participants design. In a naturalistic baseline, the researchers showed the
participants a preferred item and instructed them to ―wait as long as [they could]
before touching‖ it. This baseline provided an initial measure of their voluntary
waiting skills. In the second phase, the choice baseline, the experimenter asked the
participants to select between a SS reinforcer, such as a single fun-size Snickers®
bar, or a LL reinforcer with twice the magnitude. The delay in accessing the LL
reinforcer was six times the average waiting time from the naturalistic baseline.
The choice baseline phase ended when the participant selected the LL for all trials
for four consecutive sessions. In the final phase, self-control training, the
experimenter gave the participants a card-matching task to complete during the
delay to the LL reinforcer. Each time the participant selected the LL reinforcer, the
delay to the LL in the next trial would increase by 3 to 10 s, depending on the
participant‘s waiting baseline duration.
The results showed that participants waited for an average of 21 to 67 s
during the natural baseline, and chose to wait for 126 to 330 s during the choice
baseline. The researchers reported that the participants waited longer in the selfcontrol training phase than the choice phase, but did not report the final waiting
durations. While Bloh (2010) demonstrated that self-control training improves
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waiting time, two limitations exist. First, there was no component analysis
comparing the package of delay fading with a concurrent activity to either
component alone. Second, and more importantly, all three participants selected the
LL reinforcer consistently before self-control training began. If impulsivity is
defined behaviorally as a preference for SS reinforcers rather than LL reinforcers,
this suggests that while the participants had a diagnosis of ADHD, a developmental
disorder associated with impulsivity, they did not display impulsivity as defined
here. Thus, the self-control training did not produce self-controlled responding, as
the participants already displayed a preference for LL reinforcers. Rather, the
training enhanced the skills the participants already demonstrated.
Passage, Tincani, and Hantula (2012) also evaluated the use of a concurrent
activity with delay fading with children. One child with a diagnosis of intellectual
disability served as the participant in a multicomponent ABCAB design. The
procedures were similar to Bloh (2010); however, the naturalistic baseline and
choice baselines were unique in two ways. First, the concurrent activity was
available during the waiting periods, allowing the experimenters to determine the
baseline duration the participant would engage in the task. Second, during the
preference assessments and self-control training, the stimuli were of equal
magnitude. Instead, the stimuli were chosen based on participant preferences,
replacing the SS reinforcer with an immediate, but low-preferred reinforcer, and
replacing the LL reinforcer with a delayed, but highly-preferred reinforcer. Self-
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control training consisted of providing worksheets as the concurrent activity, and
increasing the length of the delay each time the participant selected the delayed
reinforcer for at least 66% of trials in a 3-trial block. The results showed that in
baseline, the participant engaged in the task for an average of 42 s, which increased
to 420 s after completing training. This increase in self-controlled responding
maintained even when the concurrent activity changed to a novel task. Similar to
Bloh (2010), due to the differences in reinforcer options being that of quality or
preference rather than duration or quantity, the definition of impulsivity used in
Passage et al. (2012) differs from the definition used in typical delay discounting
literature. However, these two studies demonstrate the utility of delay fading and
concurrent activities at increasing tolerance of waiting periods.
Dixon et al. (2003) directly compared delay fading with a concurrent
activity to delay fading without an activity in a component analysis with three
adults with intellectual disabilities. During the naturalistic baseline, participants
waited for an average of 2 to 15 s for an edible reinforcer. All three participants
displayed sensitivity to reinforcer magnitude and preferred the SS reinforcer to the
LL reinforcer before training. During training, sessions alternated between fading
with the activity and without the activity in a multi-element design. Two subjects
displayed differentiated responding during self-control training, with greater
selection of the LL reinforcer when the concurrent activity was available. The third
participant selected the LL reinforcer more often when the concurrent activity was
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unavailable. However, the third participant also successfully recruited attention
from the experimenter during the delays, which may have functioned as positive
reinforcement in the form of attention, and possibly served as a concurrent activity.
These results suggest that while delay fading alone can achieve self-controlled
responding (Schweitzer & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1988), engagement in concurrent
activities may enhance its effectiveness.
Dixon and Cummings (2001) evaluated the use of concurrent activities as a
self-control training intervention for three children with autism (ASD). The study
structure was similar to Bloh (2010), with a natural waiting baseline, choice
assessment baselines, and a final self-control training phase. In the natural waiting
baseline, participants waited for an average of 9 to 13 s before consuming the
preferred item. During the choice baselines, all three participants displayed
impulsivity, selecting the SS reinforcer over the LL reinforcer for all or most trials.
However, when presented with an array of a small reinforcer and large reinforcer,
both available immediately, the participants consistently chose the larger reinforcer,
demonstrating they were sensitive to magnitude and that their preference for the SS
was a function of delay. In the self-control training condition, the experimenter
presented participants with an array of a SS reinforcer, a LL reinforcer, or a LL
reinforcer with a matching task during the delay. The delay began at 0 s and
increased each time the participants selected the delayed option. All three
participants selected the concurrent activity option for the majority of self-control
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training trials, and all three displayed significant increases in waiting durations,
waiting for 108 to 156 s at the end of training.
Gokey et al. (2013) replicated and extended the findings of Dixon and
Cummings (2001) by evaluating whether removal of the concurrent activity after
training would result in a return to impulsive responding. Three children with
autism served as participants in a multiple baseline across participants design.
During the naturalistic waiting baseline, the participants waited for 2.2 to 37.6 s
before touching a piece of candy or a toy car. During the choice assessments,
participants preferred the larger reinforcer when no delay was present, and the
immediate reinforcers when both were of the same magnitude. When the
experimenter presented a choice of either a SS or LL reinforcer, all three
participants selected the SS reinforcer before training, indicating impulsivity.
During self-control training, the experimenter presented participants with the same
three choices as in Dixon and Cummings (2001). The concurrent activity consisted
of a low- to moderately-preferred arbitrary or academic task in which the
participant was already fluent, such as completing a puzzle or sorting objects,
identified via a preference assessment. During self-control training, all three
participants showed an immediate preference for the concurrent activity option and
continued to select it for all or most trials as the delay increased in length. Once a
participant reached their target delay length, ranging from 27 to 448 s based on the
participant‘s waiting baseline, the experimenters faded the activity while the delay
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duration remained constant. For example, if a participant had to wait for 448 s, they
might only have access to the activity for the first 120 s, at which point the
experimenter removed the work items and required the participant to wait quietly.
All three participants continued to select delayed reinforcers after the removal of
the concurrent task, suggesting that the intervention need not remain in place to
maintain gains.
Although much of the research on concurrent activities includes children as
participants, concurrent activities also demonstrate effective results for improving
waiting in adults from various populations. Dixon et al. (1998) applied concurrent
activities with delay fading as a self-control intervention with adults diagnosed with
intellectual disabilities. Before self-control training, all three participants displayed
sensitivity to magnitude during the choice assessment and preferred the SS
reinforcer. Following training, all three participants showed increases in
engagement in the activity, from an average of 0 to 5 min in baseline to 3 to 25 min
after treatment. In addition, all three participants chose the LL reinforcer for most
or all of the trials in self-control training. The results of the study by Dixon et al.
(1998) are particularly noteworthy given the external validity of the study; all three
participants earned qualitatively different reinforcers, such as edibles, attention, and
solo leisure activities (e.g., crossword puzzles), and did so by engaging in different
types of concurrent activities, such as group work tasks and exercise.
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Several studies have demonstrated the efficacy of exercise and other
physical wellness tasks as concurrent activities. Dixon, Horner, and Guercio (2003)
effectively used a physical therapy stretch as the concurrent activity to teach selfcontrol skills to a young man with a traumatic brain injury. During the naturalistic
baseline, the participant performed the stretch for 5 to 43 s, which increased to 190
s at the end of self-control training. In addition, the participant displayed a shift in
preference from the SS reinforcer to the LL reinforcer over the course of training.
Similarly, Dixon and Falcomata (2004) used a head-holding physical therapy
exercise as the concurrent activity for a male participant with a traumatic brain
injury. Following self-control training, the duration of time spent head-holding
increased from an average of 16 s in the naturalistic baseline to 160 s during
treatment, and selection of the SS reinforcer decreased from over 60% of trials in
the choice assessment to less than 10% during training.
The application of concurrent activities with individuals is effective, but
potentially labor-intensive to implement. For example, if an elementary school
teacher planned to use individual concurrent activities with a small group of
students, the teacher would need to maintain separate activity materials for each
student and familiarize them with the steps and prompts for each activity.
Individual implementation also forsakes potential benefits found in group
applications, such as the possibility of group members serving as peer models or
prompters for other group members, and reduced time and effort requirements for
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staff. Dixon and Holcomb (2000) evaluated the use of concurrent activities in a
small group setting with 6 adults with intellectual disabilities, split into triads. The
experimenters administered each portion of the study to the group, including a
concurrent activity of a group sorting task. During the choice assessment and selfcontrol training, all three triad members had to select the LL reinforcer; if one or
more selected the SS reinforcer, all three members received the SS reinforcer,
regardless of their individual selection. Furthermore, during the concurrent activity,
all three triad members had to engage in the task throughout the delay. This
interdependent group schedule ensured that no group members were ‗freeloaders.‘
Cooperative card sorting increased from an average of 70 to 110 s in the naturalistic
baseline to 490 to 772 s by the end of self-control training. The selection of the LL
reinforcer by the group increased from near-zero levels in the choice baseline to
near 100% during self-control training.
Concurrent activities increase self-controlled responding in a variety of
populations, and evidence suggests they also enhance the effect of delay fading
procedures (Dixon, Rehdeldt, & Randich, 2003), allowing for greater and more
sustainable gains. However, they often require additional materials and space,
which is not necessarily available in all waiting situations. Even concurrent
activities that do not require physical materials, such as exercise or stretching, may
be disruptive to the individual‘s environment or otherwise result in social
disapproval or stigma. Alternate interventions that replace or supplement
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concurrent activities may evoke appropriate waiting if concurrent activities are
disruptive or unavailable.
Practitioners and researchers typically package concurrent activities with
delay fading. It is possible that combining concurrent activities with other
interventions, or adding additional components to the package of concurrent
activities and delay fading, will further enhance the efficacy of the intervention.
However, the more complex the intervention, the greater the probability of errors in
its implementation (Vollmer et al., 2008). Rules may be optimal for consideration
as an additional or alternate component for several reasons. First, rules require few
resources, as they do not necessitate additional space or materials, and only need
brief amounts of time. Second, the delivery of a rule is a simple procedure,
particularly when compared to interventions that require frequent re-adjusting of
parameters such as in delay fading. Third, rules can be readily adapted for new
contexts without significant alterations as might be required with concurrent
activities. For example, if an activity requires a tabletop or flat surface where one
was unavailable, researchers would have to either select a different activity or bring
a work surface with the other materials. In comparison, to adjust a rule such as
―When you wait, you‘ll get more video game time,‖ for the school environment
merely requires changing words to fit the new context, such as, ―When you wait,
you‘ll get more recess time.‖ Lastly, rules may render additional components of the
treatment package unnecessary, as a rule can alter stimulus functions without direct
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contact with the contingencies involved. If a rule can bring responding under the
control of the LL reinforcer independently, an activity or fading procedure may not
be necessary.
Rules
The conceptualization and definition of rules has evolved significantly over
time, changing as new research and theories emerge (Vaughan, 1989). Rules, as
verbal stimuli, are presented by the speaker and followed by the listener (Skinner,
1957). Listener behavior evoked or controlled by rules is referred to as ―rulegoverned‖ behavior. While the listener may contact reinforcement for following the
rule, the rule is the antecedent controlling the response, at least initially. For
example, if a child touches a hot burner, they are unlikely to repeat the experience;
this would be contingency-shaped behavior. In comparison, if a parent tells a child
―Don‘t touch the burner when it‘s red, you‘ll burn yourself,‖ the child might never
touch a hot stove burner, despite the lack of direct experience.
This persistent indirect effect of rules on behavior may be due to rules
having a function-altering effect on other stimuli, rather than functioning solely as
verbal discriminative stimuli (SDs; Schlinger & Blakely, 1987; Blakely &
Schlinger, 1987; Schlinger 1993). The function-altering effect therefore includes
establishing or altering a discriminative function of a stimulus, establishing or
altering a motivating operation, or endowing a neutral stimulus with reinforcing or
punishing properties it did not have previously. The function-altering effects of a
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rule under Schlinger and Blakely‘s conceptualization mirror the function-altering
effects of contingencies in the environment; that is, a stimulus with a
discriminatory effect due to a rule functions similarly to an SD created through a
history of differential reinforcement.
Hayes et al. (2001) elaborated on Schlinger and Blakely‘s conceptualization
by discussing functional transformations in terms of relational frames, contextual
cues, and stimulus transformations. Under a relational frame theory approach, the
verbal stimulus of the rule presents a series of contextual cues to the individual.
Contextual cues create or alter relationships between stimuli in the environment,
such as size comparisons or if-then relationships. To illustrate with an example, the
rule, ―You have to jump right when the boss roars or he‘ll kill you,‖ contains
frames of: (a) coordination (e.g., ―you‖ with the game avatar, ―jump‖ with the
button press), (b) space (e.g., right versus left), (c) time (e.g., ―when…‖), and (d)
cause (e.g., ―If you jump right, then [you win.]‖).
Taken as a whole, these conceptualizations guide the development and
categorization of rules for clinical application. A rule constitutes a verbal stimulus
presented in a format in which the individual is fluent. For example, if a child
possesses a strong receptive repertoire for vocal SDs, but a weak one for textual
SDs, the best format for the rule would be vocal presentation, rather than textual.
The rule must include more than instructions for the behavior to engage in; it
should also describe at least two of the three components of the contingency. The
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listener receiving the rule should display at least some relational responding if these
contextual cues are to be effective.
A rule following these recommendations may allow for the rapid
acquisition of behavior that would otherwise be difficult to naturally shape via
delayed reinforcers, and some insensitivity may therefore be useful in maintaining
self-controlled responding even when competing immediate reinforcers are of
particularly high quality or magnitude relative to the individual. In the following
section, I will first discuss a pair of examples illustrating the use of rules as an
intervention to increase self-controlled response classes in adults. I will then
discuss the use of rules with children to enhance self-control, particularly the use of
rules as a concurrent activity during delays. Next, I will discuss how to teach
generalized rule-following to children. Finally, I will review the literature on a
curriculum that teaches delay tolerance through the use of rules, the Preschool Life
Skills program.
Rules with Impulsive Adult Populations
Verbal adults, such as university students, typically display all the prerequisite skills for optimal rule effectiveness. These same adults often work under
conflicting concurrent schedules, in which engagement in academic behavior
involves a distant deadline and even more distant reinforcer compared to the
myriad of immediate social and tangible reinforcers available. As such, it is easy
for the student to delay working on an assigned project for ‗just one more day‘ until
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the deadline looms, despite the project having the utmost significance on a course
grade. The optimal pattern of responding for best long-term outcomes would be
allocating the majority of responding to academic tasks, but the reinforcer for doing
so (e.g., the grade) is significantly delayed. This example represents a
quintessential delay discounting dilemma.
Johnson et al. (2016) evaluated the effect of rules describing a moving an
essay deadline on procrastination with 33 university students across two
classrooms. In the control condition, students earned points for submitting
components of their essay (e.g., outline, reference page, final draft) by different due
dates—only late submission of the final draft incurred a point penalty. In the rule
condition, all procedures were the same except for a new rule included with the
instructions and due dates in the syllabus—for each component that students
submitted late, the final draft deadline moved up two days. A review of the
cumulative records revealed a scalloped pattern for those in the control condition,
indicating procrastination, versus a more linear pattern for those in the rule
condition, suggesting more self-controlled responding. An analysis of the area
under the response curve showed a significant difference between groups, with an
area of .09 in the control condition compared to .36 in the rule condition (t (32) =
5.63, p < .001; p. 349). One cited difficulty in interpreting the results was that the
experimenters presented the new consequence (i.e., the moving deadline) and the
rule in tandem as a package, rather than separately. However, the success of the
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students in submitting documentation on time, and thus, never contacting the
moving deadline contingency, indicates that the rule was successful for most
students in evoking academic behaviors and reducing procrastination.
Benedick and Dixon (2009) also evaluated the use of rules to facilitate selfcontrolled responding in three adults with dual diagnosis in a day treatment facility.
In each session, the experimenter presented participants with an array of two
options: the SS, or the LL. In baseline, the programmed delay was static, and
participants overwhelmingly preferred the SS reinforcer. A delay fading procedure
was introduced in the self-control training phase, in which the delay to the LL
reinforcer was set at 0 s in the first session and gradually increased over subsequent
sessions. Sessions alternated between a no-rule condition, in which the
experimenter presented arrays identically to baseline, and a rule condition, in which
the experimenter presented participants with the rule. This rule, presented before
the selection, stated that it was better to choose the LL reinforcer. Six-month
follow-up sessions to evaluate maintenance included an additional inaccurate rule
condition, in which the rule provided to participants stated that it was better to
select the SS reinforcer. The results showed that during self-control training, all
three participants selected the LL reinforcer during nearly 100% of opportunities in
the rule condition, but participants did not emit a similar change the no-rule
condition; these results maintained at the six-month follow-up. Performance in the
inaccurate rule condition was similar to performance in the no rule condition.
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In both of the above studies, the experimenter included a rule with another
intervention component. Johnson et al. (2016), evaluated completion with a moving
deadline, whereas in Benedick and Dixon (2000), the procedure included delay
fading. In both cases, it is arguable that the rule is the component responsible for
making the remaining components ethical and effective. A deadline changed
without ‗notice‘ via a rule would have likely evoked protestations and complaints
from students, and would have required students to experience point loss to learn
the contingency change, an unwelcome surprise. Thus, not only was the rule a
useful tool for improving self-controlled academic behavior, it increased the social
validity of the intervention (Wolf, 1978). Delay fading alone did not produce
consistent, durable self-controlled responding, but the package of rules and fading
did. As delay fading is a simple and common intervention for promoting selfcontrolled responding (Dixon & Holcomb, 2000; Schweitzer & Sulzer-Azaroff,
1988), it is useful to the practitioner to have other components that enhance its
efficacy while not greatly increasing the time or materials needed to implement the
procedure. In addition, providing a rule is more efficient with respect to time and
effort relative to delay fading, requiring a moment to implement rather than the
multiple sessions or days needed to fade in a delay.
Rules with Child Populations
One advantage of working with adult populations is that in most cases, the
participants already exhibit advanced verbal skills, including generalized rule-
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following. With children as participants, the verbal skill repertoire is still
developing, and rule-governed behavior may not yet occur with sufficient strength
and generality for use as an intervention alone. Therefore, while children may be
given a rule as part of a treatment package, it may be combined with other
interventions that require fewer or simpler pre-requisite skills. The additional
components may increase the likelihood of the individual emitting the selfcontrolled response in situations in which the rule lacks sufficient evocative
strength to do so alone. This may also help the development of rule-governed
behavior by allowing the child to contact the reinforcement for following the rule.
Intervention packages for impulsivity often combine rules with concurrent
activities, which depend more on motor skills than verbal skills. In the research
literature, the tasks often include motor skills, either arbitrary tasks such as stacking
blocks (Dixon, Rehfeldt, & Randich, 2003), academic tasks (e.g., completing a
puzzle; Gokey et al., 2013), or therapeutic tasks (e.g., physical therapy stretches;
Dixon, Horner, & Guercio, 2003). Motor tasks are not always advisable, as they
often require additional space and materials. For example, a child taught to work on
a puzzle during waiting periods may struggle when caregivers leave the puzzle at
home, or if they have to wait while standing in line, where puzzle assembly is not
physically plausible. Therefore, it may be valuable to identify other types of tasks,
such as vocal tasks instead of or in addition to a motor task. Repeating a rule may
be such a task.
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Manfra et al. (2014) evaluated the types of spontaneous activities used by
39 children to tolerate a waiting period. The experimenter allowed participants to
play with a train set for 2 min, at which point the experimenter instructed them not
to touch any part of the toy while the experimenter left to obtain another train piece.
During the experimenter‘s absence, the experimenters covertly recorded the
participants‘ behavior for later review to determine what strategies the participants
employed most often. The results comparing the strategies of those who waited
appropriately (i.e., did not touch the toy) to those who did not wait (i.e., did touch
the toy during the delay) showed that gaze aversion was ineffective as a self-control
strategy, with similar rates across all participants. However, motor activities were a
common strategy amongst the children who successfully waited (26 to 78%, p.
340). Similarly, vocalizations were common among children who successfully
waited (63%, p.339), whereas vocalization rarely occurred among children who did
not wait (19%, p. 339). These vocalizations included various forms, including
unintelligible statements, talking about the train itself, or repeating a rule about not
touching the toy. While the proportion of children who repeated a rule was
relatively low compared to other types of vocalizations (19%, p. 340), all
participants who repeated the rule waited successfully. While this study was
descriptive rather than interventional, the results suggest that repeating a rule
effectively both specified a contingency and served as a concurrent activity.
Another possible benefit of repeating the rule was how easily individuals could
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combine it with other strategies, as 92% of the participants who successfully waited
engaged in both verbal and motor activities (p. 341).
Toner and Smith (1977) evaluated the use of repeating a rule as an
intervention to promote self-controlled responding in 120 children in kindergarten,
first grade, or second grade. Each session began with the experimenter placing an
M&M on the table and telling the participant that they could either take the candy
on the table now, or wait for more. Every 30 s, the experimenter placed another
M&M on the table and re-presented the instruction; re-presentations continued until
the participant took the candy or waited 10 min, whichever came first. In the rule
condition, the experimenter instructed the participants to repeat the rule, ―It is good
if I wait,‖ while waiting. In the neutral condition, the experimenter instructed the
participants to repeat a neutral phrase. In the reward condition, the experimenter
instructed the participants to repeat a statement about how good the candy would
taste. Those in the no verbalization group were to remain silent during the waiting
period. The results showed a significant difference between the conditions (F(3.1
12) = 3.84, p < .011, p.126). Participants who stated the rule during the waiting
period waited longer than participants in other conditions, particularly those who
described the candy during the wait. Younger children waited longer when they
were required to verbalize rather than remain silent.
Binder et al. (2000) evaluated the use of a rule to shift the preferences from
impulsive choices to more self-controlled ones with three children with attention-
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deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In the naturalistic baseline, the
experimenters timed how long the participant was able to wait unaided for a highly
preferred edible. In the choice baseline, the experimenter asked the participants to
choose between a SS and a LL reinforcer. Then, the experimenter asked
participants to choose between a small magnitude reinforcer and a large magnitude
reinforcer, to verify that the behavior was sensitive to reinforcer magnitude. During
the self-control training phase, procedures resembled the delay fading procedures
of Benedick and Dixon (2009). In addition, during the delay to the LL reinforcer,
the experimenter asked the participants to do one of the following: (a) repeat a rule
(e.g., ―If I wait a little longer, I will get the bigger one.‖), (b) repeat a nonsense
phrase, (c) tact items in picture cards, or (d) sit quietly. The results showed that all
participants preferred the SS reinforcer in 100% of trials before the self-control
training, and preferred the LL reinforcer the majority of the time during and after
the self-control training. Performance in various training conditions was relatively
equivalent, suggesting that perhaps the type of activity was less important
compared to the availability of an activity. Regarding the rule, a potential confound
exists in that the experimenter presented the rule only after the participant made a
selection. While there is the possibility that the participant covertly repeated the
rule prior to selection in later trials during self-control training, it is also possible
that had the rule been explicitly presented by the experimenter with the other
instructions, a more salient effect would have occurred.
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Staubitz et al. (2019) also evaluated the use of rules and concurrent
activities with delay fading. The participants included six children between 6- and
7-years-old who were enrolled in first or second grade. All participants were
previously diagnosed with an emotional behavioral disorder. Before the
intervention, the experimenters provided all six participants with rule-following
training consisting of didactic instruction, role play, and differential reinforcement
of discrimination and rule-following. In baseline, the experimenter presented
participants with a choice between the SS and LL reinforcer. During delays to the
LL reinforcer, the criteria for appropriate waiting consisted of following the
classroom rules of sitting appropriately in their chair, not speaking, and keeping all
body parts to oneself. Treatment was composed of five conditions in a changing
criterion design. The first condition was identical to baseline procedures, save for
the addition of delay fading. The second condition was identical to the delay fading
condition, with the addition of a new rule presented before the participant made
their reinforcer selection. The rule stated that the LL reinforcer was the better
choice, and then provided the rationale for why the participants should choose the
LL (i.e., ―either way you have to wait. If you choose to wait first, you get to play
for longer,‖ p. 8) followed by examples of when they might need to wait in day-today life. The third condition introduced a concurrent activity to the delay in the
form of progressive muscle relaxation to the current treatment package. The fourth
condition removed the concurrent activity and the rule, as well as any discussion of
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delays, while retaining the delay fading component. Lastly, the fifth condition was
identical to the delay fading condition, with the exception that the experimenters
verbally signaled the length of the delay to the participant prior to the participant
making their selection.
The delay fading alone condition was ineffective for all participants. The
addition of the rule in the second treatment condition effectively produced longer
waiting times and greater selection of the LL reinforcer for three of the six
participants. The addition of a concurrent activity was ineffective with the
remaining participants. Two participants responded to the covert delay fading of
the fourth condition. However, these gains did not maintain responding with delays
greater than 20 s. The final participant did not respond to any of the five treatment
conditions. The findings of Staubitz et al. (2019) are not unique in that they
demonstrated the efficacy of rules. However, one interesting aspect of the study is
that the experimenters compared rules with and without concurrent activities.
However, as the three participants who responded to rules were never exposed to
the concurrent activity, it is unknown if they would have responded similarly to the
activity component.
Newquist et al. (2012) compared the effects of rules, a timer, and preferred
toys on self-controlled responding with three typically-developing young children.
The participants first completed magnitude and delay sensitivity assessments
similar to Binder, Dixon, and Ghezzi (2000) to verify that they preferred larger
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magnitude reinforcers and SS to LL reinforcers. During self-control training, the
experimenter asked participants to choose between a SS reinforcer, a LL reinforcer,
or an empty plate representing nothing. In the timer condition, if the participant
selected the LL reinforcer, a countdown timer was placed in front of the client
during the delay. In the experimenter rule condition, the experimenter provided a
rule in the form of feedback following the participant‘s selection, such as ―When
you wait, you get four pieces.‖ In the child rule condition, the experimenter
required the participant to state the rule after making a selection. Lastly, in the toy
condition, the experimenter provided participants with preferred toys for the
duration of the delay, but did not require or prompt the participant to play with
them. The results showed that neither the timer nor either rule condition increased
self-controlled responding for participants. All three participants consistently
selected the LL during the toy condition.
By using toy play as a concurrent activity, Newquist et al. (2012) evaluated
a common intervention found in the natural environment. It is not uncommon for
parents to give children highly-preferred stimuli to improve waiting behavior,
handing them smartphones to play with in waiting rooms. However, this
resemblance to natural events may come at a cost. It is debatable whether the toy
condition truly demonstrated self-controlled responding as defined here, as the toys
were highly preferred leisure items that likely held reinforcement value even in the
absence of a waiting period. Rather than the choice offered in this condition being
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one of no reinforcement, SS reinforcement, or LL reinforcement, the LL option
offered immediate reinforcement in the form of toy access as well as a greater
quantity of edibles. The experimenters conducted a multiple stimulus preference
assessment (MSWO) with edibles alone compared to toys alone to determine if
access to toys in the toy condition controlled responding, as the toys were only
available upon selecting the LL reinforcer. Two participants selected the toys as
often as or more often than the edibles during this assessment, in contrast to the
previous literature demonstrating that edibles typically displace leisure items during
MSWO assessments (Bojak & Carr, 1999). The selection of toys over the edibles
may suggest that access to toys may have been the controlling variable during the
toy condition rather than access to edibles. It is possible that presenting both toys
and edibles in the same array during assessment could function as a confound
(DeLeon et al., 1997), but this risk may be relatively minor (Conine & Vollmer,
2019). Possible confounds may have been avoided by the use of a less preferred
activity, as low-preferred or unpreferred tasks may be effective concurrent
activities with other populations (e.g., Gokey et al., 2013).
The findings of Manfra et al. (2014) suggest that many children develop
concurrent activity strategies to better tolerate delays without formal instruction—
strategies that can be taught and prompted to facilitate self-controlled responding.
These strategies can include motor tasks, vocal tasks, or both. While one strategy
may be more appropriate in a given context than another, it should be noted that the
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most successful waiters used a combination of motor and vocal activities (92%, p.
341). Thus, even if a client already has ‗something to do,‘ adding a vocal
component may be beneficial for increasing delay tolerance.
Toner and Smith (1977) evaluated the use of a vocal component in
isolation, specifically repeating a rule. A rule may serve ‗double duty‘ in an
intervention. If a practitioner already presents a rule as an antecedent, the results of
this study suggest that repeating that same rule could also serve as a concurrent
activity, fulfilling two roles in the intervention. Toner and Smith‘s study is also
unique in that it was one of the few studies that offered a range of reinforcer
quantities rather than a binary choice of two. Thus, the participants always had a
choice between the current amount of M&Ms and a larger, later amount, making
the rule also an ongoing antecedent manipulation. Binder et al. (2000) evaluated
different vocalizations. Contrary to the findings of Manfra et al. (2014), the type of
vocalization mattered. That is, emitting vocalizations was insufficient for producing
self-controlled responses. As with Toner and Smith, repeating a rule was effective,
but repeating other, non-rule words (e.g., ―black table‖) was not.
Newquist et al. (2012) also required the participants to echo the rule
following selection, but found that this was ineffective at improving delay
tolerance. However, this may be due to how many times the participants were
required to repeat the rule. Rather than repeat it multiple times on an ongoing basis,
the participants only repeated the rule once, if at all. Thus, the rule was not truly
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used as a concurrent activity during the delay. Since the experimenters presented
the rule following the instruction and selection, the rule could not serve as an
antecedent manipulation to alter responding. While this study did not demonstrate
the effectiveness of a single statement, or the absence of the stated rule to improve
self-control, the authors implemented the rules differently than prior studies that
incorporated repetition of the rules. Thus, Newquist et al. (2012) may provide a
useful ‗non-example‘ to practitioners, helping to pinpoint when and how often rules
must be presented to be effective. Taken together, the literature suggests that rules
presented before selection, rather than after, will be more effective in promoting
delay tolerance.
The human operant literature suggests that accurate, complete rules,
combined with differential reinforcement, support rule-following and delay
tolerance with both adults and children. As illustrated earlier, rules are often
presented as components of a larger treatment package, an independent rather than
dependent variable. For example, the analysis and application of rules in
organizational behavior management, acceptance and commitment therapy, and
some academic procedures work to expand or modify rule-governed behavior in
high-functioning vocal-verbal adults that already have extensive repertoires related
to rules. However, while rule-governed behavior is critical for daily life and
complex verbal skills, establishing this response class is rarely represented as an
acquisition target in the applied behavior analytic literature (Kissi et al., 2017).
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Teaching Rule-Following
Research suggests that children may be prone to impulsive choices,
selecting the SS reinforcer over the LL more often, particularly as the delay to the
LL increases (Burns & Powers, 1975). Additionally, correlational studies have
identified a positive relationship between preference for the LL reinforcer as a child
and positive life outcomes, such as greater cognitive skills, greater social skills, and
improved academic performance (Mischel et al., 1989; Moffit et al., 2011). This
suggests that teaching skills that can promote delay tolerance, such as rulefollowing, may facilitate success later in life by shifting responses from SS to more
LL reinforcers, and provide the practitioner with more options for interventions; a
rule cannot be used in treatment if the client does not display rule-following.
Staubitz et al. (2019) demonstrated that rule-following pre-training is required
before introducing more complex interventions based on rules. However, based on
the functional skills displayed by the participants, it is likely that they already
possessed some rule-following skills for simple discriminations and responses.
Tarbox et al. (2011) evaluated procedures to teach generalized rulefollowing (i.e., following novel rules without direct training) across two
experiments with three children with autism. During sessions, participants were
presented with a picture and a rule. The rule described an action to perform in the
presence of a specific stimulus, such as ―If this is a carrot, then clap.‖ There were
no prompts during baseline and a neutral comment, ―Okay,‖ served as the
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programmed consequence for all responses. During the treatment phase, the
training intervention package consisted of most-to-least prompting, differential
reinforcement, and feedback. Generalization probes were also conducted, during
which the phrasing of the rule was changed to specify the behavior first, such as,
―Clap if this is a carrot.‖ Rule-following increased from low, inconsistent levels in
baseline (25% to 58% across all three participants) to at or above 80% correct
responding in treatment (p. 130). However, generalization with the rephrased rules
occurred with only two of the three participants.
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, with the addition of a tacting
requirement phrased similarly to the feedback. For example, instead of just
clapping in the presence of the carrot, the participant would also need to state,
―That is a carrot, so I should clap‖ before clapping. All three participants displayed
low and variable correct responding in baseline (16% to 50%), with two
participants reaching 100% accuracy during training, and the third meeting mastery
criterion with an average of 83% (p. 134). However, participants displayed limited
generalization, with only one participant displaying correct responding to novel
rules, despite high rates of accurate responding to new exemplars during training.
It should be noted that the rules presented in these two experiments
functioned as plys, as the contingencies described were contrived and sociallymediated by the experimenters, similar to the rules and contingencies presented in
Benedick and Dixon (2009). It is therefore possible that the greater generalization
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observed in Benedick and Dixon‘s research (2009) was due to the participants
being adults with more advanced verbal repertoires, but the specificity of the rules
may also be a contributing factor. Similarly, the rules presented in Tarbox et al.
(2011) described the antecedent and response in great, specific detail, whereas the
rule, ―It is better to pick the green card,‖ does not.
Teaching rule-following can be a relatively simple procedure, similar to
other discrete trial training programs, and acquired at a relatively young age, as a
form of behavioral cusp (Rosales-Ruiz & Baer, 1997). This may mean that a rulefollowing and self-control development curriculum may be easy to include in a
larger early intervention curriculum. Bosch and Fuqua (2001) suggest evaluating
potential targets for skill acquisition based on the following criteria: ―(a) access to
new reinforcers, contingencies, and environments; (b) social validity (both
proposed by Rosales-Ruiz and Baer); (c) generativeness; (d) competition with
inappropriate responses; and (e) number and the relative importance of people
affected.‖ Generalized rule-following meets these criteria, suggesting that it should
be a highly-prioritized goal for the clinician. Generalized rule-following allows the
client to contact new reinforcers without the need for contingency shaping. It has
high social validity with caregivers, teachers, and others, all of whom frequently
use rules with clients and represent a large number of affected people. By
specifying the behavior to perform versus what to avoid, a rule can effectively
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compete with problem behavior if followed. Lastly, rule-following can generalize
to novel rules, settings, behaviors, and instructors.
Rules in the Preschool Life Skills Curriculum
Tarbox et al. (2011) and Staubitz et al. (2019) demonstrated that teaching
rule-following skills involves the use of differential reinforcement, multiple
exemplars, and sufficient practice opportunities. In addition, research by Neef et al.,
(2004) suggests that modeling the use of a rule may help bring responses under the
control of the rule. When used in combination, differential reinforcement and
modeling can teach delay tolerance skills in a variety of environments, including
the school setting.
Hanley et al. (2007) developed a class-wide teaching program called
Preschool Life Skills (PLS). They designed the program to teach pro-social and
pre-academic skills to young children as an inoculation against later deficits and
behavior barriers. This comprehensive program consisted of 13 different skills
separated into four units. For this review, I will specifically discuss Unit 3,
tolerance for delays, which consists of two skills, waiting for adults and waiting for
peers.
In the foundational study, Hanley et al. (2007) taught delay tolerance skills
to 16 children in their preschool class setting. Prior to implementing intervention,
researchers collected baseline measures on rates of disruptive behaviors and
aggression, as well as errors of omission, during which neither problem behavior
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nor appropriate responses occurred. To teach delay tolerance skills, investigators
taught an initial response and a mediating response. The initial response consisted
of saying, ―okay‖ following the direction to wait. The mediating response included
a concurrent activity in the form of repeating the rule, ―When I wait, I get what I
want.‖ The teaching package followed a behavior skills training model that
consisted of instructions, modeling, role play, and feedback (Miltenberger, 2008).
The instruction component included a brief didactic lecture with a description of
the skill and its rationale. After the delivery of the instruction, the classroom
teacher modeled the skill with another teacher as the class observed. After the
demonstration, each student had one opportunity to practice the skill with the
teacher. Correct responses resulted in positive feedback, while incorrect responses
resulted in corrective feedback and one additional practice opportunity. Pre- and
post-training measures showed that in baseline, participants rarely appropriately
responded to instructions to wait or waited. Following the training, delay tolerance
skills improved an average of 88% across all participants (p. 287). While it is
impossible to determine the contribution of delay tolerance skills to the
improvement, problem behaviors also decreased throughout the PLS program (d = 1.7, p. 290). In addition, social validity surveys completed by the classroom
teachers rated the PLS program as highly acceptable and beneficial.
The effects of the PLS were both robust and generalizable to many
classroom arrangements. Luczynski and Hanley (2013) implemented the PLS in
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small groups with 6 preschool children. The experimenters found that all six
participants who failed to display delay tolerance skills in baseline later displayed
them in over 80% of opportunities after teaching (p. 366). Another replication, by
Hanley et al. (2014), achieved similar results with 14 children in a Head Start
classroom, with all 14 participants demonstrating delay tolerance skills after
training. Luczynski et al. (2014) found that not only did the PLS effectively teach
delay tolerance skills to six children (the same children from Luczynski & Hanley,
2013), but of the four participants tested for maintenance, all of them showed
moderate to high levels of the skill after 3 months without instruction.
Finally, Falligant and Pence (2017) evaluated the PLS with eight preschool
children with autism or intellectual disabilities. For this study, the experimenters
delivered the PLS in three tiers. Tier 1 involved classroom-wide instruction, as
implemented in a study by Hanley et al. (2007). If a participant did not master the
skills in Tier 1, they were moved to Tier 2, small group-based instruction as
implemented in Luczynski and Hanley (2013). If responding in Tier 2 showed a
lack of improvement, participants moved to Tier 3, consisting of individual
training. Three participants mastered the majority of skills during Tier 1 training.
Two participants required Tier 3 training to master one to two skills, and three
participants required Tier 3 training for all skills.
Investigators instituted rules extensively in all iterations of the PLS
program. The initial didactic instruction included rules for how to respond in
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specific scenarios (e.g., ―When you are asked to wait, say ‗okay.‘‖), using rules as
an antecedent. Repeating the rule during the wait time was used as a concurrent
activity. Lastly, the phrasing of the feedback following both correct and incorrect
responses was in the form of a rule (e.g., ―When an adult tells you to wait, say,
‗okay‘ and use your waiting words.‖). Taken together, these rules form an accurate
ply that describes all three components of the contingency accurately. The
procedure specified what to do in a way that is generalizable to other forms of rulefollowing and other waiting scenarios. It specifies the consequence without
drawing attention to its appetitive characteristics.
Present Study Rationale
Taken together, a review of the literature illustrates the care practitioners
must exhibit when designing rules as interventions for clients. The first rule that
comes to mind, or a rule spontaneously generated by the therapist during a session,
may not be the most effective or appropriate. Rather, a tactical rule may be
appropriate for controlling behavior related to regular routines. For example,
―When you hear the alarm go off, put your school clothes on right away and you
can watch television.‖ Such a morning routine is unlikely to vary significantly day
to day, negating the need for a strategic rule, and the tactical rule would be easier to
administer. Conversely, a strategic rule may be more appropriate when the
applicable situations are broader, or more likely to vary over time. Strategic rules,
describing testing or problem-solving techniques, include more complex
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instructions than tactical rules, but may be more appropriate when a tactical level of
specificity is not possible. For example, while a specific date or another deadline in
the rule may be most effective, the practitioner or caregiver may not have access to
that specific information. In such cases, a generic, strategic rule may be most
appropriate, as it can describe a three-term contingency while remaining accurate.
Rules have been demonstrated as an effective means of bringing behavior
under the control of temporally distant reinforcers. In delay tolerance, the
individual selects a temporally distant reinforcer, the LL reinforcer, over the
immediate SS reinforcer. Rules enhance contact with delayed contingencies
through the mediation of verbal behavior, and also serve as interventions to
improve delay tolerance. Research has demonstrated the efficacy of rules in the
laboratory in a study done by Kudadjie-Gyamfi and Rachlin (2002), who found
self-controlled responding could be brought under the control of rules, and that the
effects were durable, maintaining despite temporary changes in the environment. In
the applied setting, rules are effective interventions for a variety of populations,
including adults (e.g., Benedick & Dixon, 2009) and children (e.g., Binder et al.,
2000).
In addition to rules, delay fading and concurrent activities are also proven
interventions for increasing delay tolerance. However, when compared to the time
and effort necessary to implement delay fading and concurrent activities, rules are
considerably faster and easier. While rules have been demonstrated as effective as
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concurrent activities, they are rarely combined with a concurrent motor activity or
directly compared to a concurrent motor activity. To make such a determination
would require a component analysis. The purpose of this proposed study is to
conduct a component analysis on the separate and combined effects of an
antecedent rule and a motor-based concurrent activity on delay tolerance.
The applied literature is replete with studies that include the use of rules as
part of a treatment package to promote delay tolerance. However, few have
included component analyses within a treatment package. For example, Binder et
al. (2000) stated that one limitation of the study was the use of a treatment package
of three components without an individual analysis of said components, ―thus,
increases in self-control cannot be attributed solely to one intervention component.
Future research should isolate these variables to determine their relative
contributions to the emergence of self-control‖ (p. 326). Similarly, Staubitz et al.
(2019) did not evaluate the effectiveness of rules without a delay fading
component, nor did they include an assessment of the effect of concurrent activities
with participants who responded to the rule.
A thorough review of the research reveals a gap in the present literature on
rules, concurrent activities, and delay tolerance. While a treatment package may be
demonstrated as effective, a component analysis is warranted to determine the
contribution of each component to the resultant behavior change, if any. It is
possible that out of a treatment package, one or more components may not be
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necessary and sufficient alone for producing behavior change. It is also possible
that the net effect of a treatment package is greater than the combined individual
effects of its constituent components. In general, simpler interventions requiring
less time and resources are more socially valid (Wolf, 1978) as well as more likely
to be implemented with high fidelity (Johnston & Pennypacker, 2009). A
component analysis can help identify components that can be eliminated, thus
simplifying the intervention.
Multiple baseline designs are common in component analysis (WardHorner & Sturmey, 2010). The proposed study features a counter-balanced threephase multiple baseline across participants design. In the multiple baseline, a subset
of participants will experience one component, the rule, in isolation before
experiencing the treatment package of rules and concurrent activities. The other
subset of participants will experience the concurrent activity in isolation before the
treatment package. This is due to the potential irreversibility of the introduction of
the rule. Once presented, the rule cannot be ‗un-presented‘ as concurrent activity
materials can. It is possible that, upon hearing the rule, participants may overtly or
covertly repeat it, with the latter being wholly undetectable by the experimenter.
The problem of irreversibility of the rule represents a potential confounding
variable. One possible solution to avoid this confound is the implementation of a
fixed order of conditions in which participants are exposed to the concurrent
activity in isolation, followed by the rule in isolation, followed by the treatment
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package. As concurrent activity materials can be withheld, this order allows an
experimenter to introduce each participant to each condition systematically.
However, by only using this particular condition order, there is a strong possibility
of a sequence effect, introducing a different confounding variable to impede
analysis. By counter-balancing the participants‘ exposure to two conditions, both of
these potential confounds can be mitigated as much as possible. What remains to be
seen with typically-developing school-age children is not whether or not these
components are effective, but rather which of the two interventions is more
effective with this population, and if a package intervention of both is more
effective than either component alone. This proposed study represents an
opportunity to address a significant gap in the literature on self-control and delay
tolerance, both in terms of population and individual interventions.
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Method
Participants
Twelve typically-developing vocal-verbal schoolchildren were recruited
from the local community via flyers and word of mouth. To avoid potential
confounds, the presence of a developmental or intellectual disability (e.g., ASD,
ADHD, Down syndrome) was an exclusionary criterion for participation, as was
exhibiting severe problem behavior (e.g., self-injury, prolonged tantrums, highintensity aggression). Participants ranged from 5- to 10-years-old. All 12
participants completed the assessment batteries of Stage 1 and Stage 2; five of these
participants also completed the treatment and post-test assessment of Stages 3 and
4. See Table 1 for the code names, ages, and genders of each participant, as well as
the stages of the study in which they participated.
Setting and Materials
Sessions were conducted in one of three settings, depending on the
participant‘s needs, location, and schedule: (a) the participant‘s school or daycare,
such as in an empty classroom or independent workroom; (b) the participant‘s
home, such as in the dining area; or (c), or a controlled clinical environment such as
an office or work room. Whenever possible, the experimenter conducted sessions in
a consistent setting within participants. However, due to family constraints, five
participants had sessions across two settings: Gideon, Liliana, Nissa, Rowan, and
Vivien. In all locations, the room contained a table, two chairs, a tablet, a camera
with tripod, and relevant assessment materials. Assessment materials included
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potential tangible reinforcers (e.g., toys, videos), index cards, assessment forms,
and work materials such as puzzles, reading passages, and flashcards.
Impulsivity Assessments
Convergent validity is the extent to which two assessment measures that
should be related are actually related. For example, if two different tests both
purport to measure intelligence, there should be a strong positive correlation
between their scores if they are actually measuring intelligence or a related
construct. To provide a measure of the convergent validity for a novel delay
tolerance assessment, participants completed multiple extant assessment procedures
for comparison and verification. These included multiple variations of the Barratt
Impulsiveness Scale, a conventional delay tolerance assessment, and a novel, brief
adjusting-delay assessment.
The Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11; Patton et al., 1995) is a 30-item
questionnaire scored via self-report on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from never
(0),…,…, to always (4). The BIS-11 was selected specifically because, of the
various survey assessments for impulsivity, it is the most well-established in the
literature and among the most frequently administered clinically (Stanford et al.
2009). The BIS-11 features six first-order factors (i.e., attention, cognitive
instability, motor, perseverance, self-control, and cognitive complexity) and three
second-order factors (i.e., attentional, motor, and nonplanning). Previous research
using the BIS-11 with child and adolescent populations has included minor
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modifications to some items to aid in comprehension, such as reducing reading
level (e.g., replace ―extraneous thoughts‖ with ―thoughts about other things‖) and
adjusting references from adult-oriented to child-oriented events (e.g., referencing
friend groups rather than work colleagues; Cosi et al., 2008). As the adolescent
version of the BIS-11 is both validated empirically with child populations and more
accessible to the participants of the study, the present study included this version.
As a subset of items from the adolescent version also comprise the brief version of
the BIS-11, these questions were highlighted for separate analysis after data
collection. Lastly, after completing the adolescent BIS-11, the experimenter asked
the participants a selection of questions from the child version of the BIS-11 that
did not already appear on the adolescent version, as well as two novel questions
related to waiting. See Appendix A for a copy of the BIS-11 used in the present
study.
The conventional delay tolerance assessment (CDTA) consisted of the
waiting and choice assessment procedures from Gokey et al. (2013). The CDTA
was selected as one of the assessments as it was well-established in the behavior
analytic literature and provided a direct measure of preferences with regard to
magnitude and delay. The variation used in Gokey et al. (203) was specifically used
as it included an explicit delay sensitivity test, rather than only a magnitude
sensitivity test (e.g., Dixon & Cummings, 2001), making it a more comprehensive
assessment for the purposes of this study. During the waiting portion of the
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assessment, the experimenter presented a highly preferred item (i.e., the reinforcer)
identified via MSWO to the participant by placing it in full view and within reach
on an otherwise empty table. No other options or items were available. The
experimenter provided the instruction ―Wait as long as you can before touching the
<reinforcer>.‖ The experimenter did not provide any other prompts or instructions,
and recorded the latency until the participant touched the putative reinforcer. After
touching the item, the participant could briefly engage with it for 30 s. A single trial
consisted of one instance of presentation and manipulation. Trials for this portion
of the assessment continued until performance stabilized, defined as less than 25%
variance between latency measures for three consecutive data points. If a
participant did not touch the item within 10 min, the experimenter prompted the
participant to touch the item and recorded a latency of 10 min.
Participants completed three different choice assessments after completion
of the waiting baseline: (a) magnitude sensitivity, (b) delay sensitivity, and (c)
combined sensitivity. In the choice assessment portions, trials consisted of offering
the participant two options by placing the reinforcer—or pictorial representations
of the reinforcer if required for practical reasons (e.g., not enough space on the
table)—on the table. In addition, the experimenter placed two index cards of
different colors on the table in full view and within reach of the participant. Each
index card had a brief written description of one of the two options with pictorial
representations of the choices. For example, the index card representing the large,
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delayed reinforcer included the words ―a lot later‖ with a picture of a clock face
and a large image of the reinforcer (e.g., iPad). The experimenter placed the items
on the table in full view and within reach of the participant. After the placement of
the reinforcer and index cards on the table, the experimenter provided a vocalverbal description of the options, such as, ―Do you want thirty seconds with the toy
now, or would you like five minutes with the toy after waiting a while?‖ After the
participant made a selection by vocally stating a choice or touching the
corresponding index card, the experimenter removed the index cards and
implemented the contingency described. There were four possible options, with
each choice assessment presenting a dedicated pair: (a) small and immediate (SS),
(b) large and immediate (LS), (c) small and delayed (SL), and (d) large and delayed
(LL). The large reinforcer was ten times larger than the small reinforcer (e.g.,
delivering 30 s with a toy versus 300 s with the same toy). Immediate reinforcers
were presented without a delay (i.e., 0 s elapsed before reinforcer delivery),
whereas delayed reinforcers were only delivered after the participant waited a set
period of time. The established time period equaled 12 times the mean latency
length from that participant‘s waiting baseline, with a minimum of 30 s and a
maximum of 7 min. For example, a participant with a mean latency of 2 s would
wait 30 s rather than 24 s, and a participant with a mean latency of 45s would wait
7 min rather than 9 min.
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Each trial block consisted of 12 trials. The first two trials were forcedchoice format, wherein the experimenter presented only one of two options and
prompted the participant to select it. This was to ensure the participant experienced
each choice prior to making the free selections. After two forced-choice trials, 10
free-choice trials were presented, during which the participant would select from
among two options. In the magnitude sensitivity portion, the experimenter
presented a choice between the SS and the LS reinforcers, to determine if the
magnitude of the reinforcer had an effect on the participant‘s selection. In the delay
sensitivity portion, the experimenter presented a choice between the SS and SL
reinforcers, to determine if the delay to the reinforcer impacted the participant‘s
selection. Lastly, in the combined portion, the experimenter presented a choice
between the SS and LL reinforcers, to determine the extent to which the participant
made ―impulsive‖ selections.
If the participant selected the SS or LS reinforcer, the experimenter said,
―Since you picked that one, you can have it now,‖ and gave the item to the
participant. At the end of the access period, the reinforcer was removed from the
participant and the inter-trial interval (ITI) began. The length of the ITI following
the selection of the SS or LS reinforcer equaled 5 s plus the length of the delay used
for the delayed options for that participant. For example, if the delay was 60 s, the
ITI after choosing an immediate reinforcer would be 65 s.
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If the participant selected the SL or LL option, the experimenter said,
―Since you picked that one, you will need to wait for a while before I can give it to
you.‖ If the child attempted to take the item or asked questions about when the item
will be delivered (e.g., ―How much longer?‖), the experimenter blocked access to
the item and said, ―You need to wait.‖ While the experimenter used a timer to track
the delay period, this was not visible to the participant during the delay, and the
experimenter did not interact with the participant.
In the event that problem behavior occurred during a trial, the experimenter
did not provide any immediate programmed consequences unless the behavior
posed a risk to the participant or another person (e.g., self-injury, aggression,
property destruction). If severe problem behavior occurred, the experimenter did
not deliver the reinforcer at the end of the delay period and told the participant,
―Unfortunately, since you <problem behavior>, you cannot have the <item>. Let‘s
try again.‖ The ITI following a trial in which the participant selected a delayed
reinforcer was 5 s. The purpose of these differing ITI lengths was to ensure that the
local rate of reinforcement was ‗even‘ between the two options presented. That is,
if the ITI were 5 s for all trials, regardless of the selection made, the participant
would access a disproportionately high amount of reinforcement by selecting the
SS reinforcer. Each choice condition ended when the participant selected the same
option for four consecutive free-choice trials. See Figure 1 for a visual
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representation of trials. See Appendix B for a copy of the data sheets for all
portions of the CDTA.
ITI procedures were identical across all choice conditions of the CDTA.
During the ITI, the reinforcer was placed out of sight and out of reach of the
participant; the participant could not request or otherwise access the reinforcer
during this period. During the ITI, the participant was required to remain in their
seat at the work area. All attempts to leave the work area would be blocked by the
experimenter. The experimenter would provide neutral attention with flat affect on
a variable time schedule (e.g., stating ―Your shirt is blue and mine is red.‖) during
this period. While it is possible that this neutral attention could function as a
reinforcer, it was hoped that the low quality of attention would abolish its
reinforcement value.
The Brief Delay Tolerance Assessment (BDTA) was a novel assessment
procedure derived from the CDTA procedures. The BDTA was developed as an
alternative to the CDTA that could be administered with less time, yet yield more
precise results. The putative reinforcer selected for the BDTA was the top-preferred
item identified via a multiple-stimulus without replacement preference assessment
(MSWO; DeLeon & Iwata, 1996) at the beginning of the session. The BDTA
consisted of exactly six trials. The experimenter presented option using index cards
with written descriptions along with a matching vocal description, similar to the
CDTA. See Appendix C for sample option cards used during the BDTA.
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The first trial of the BDTA tested sensitivity to magnitude, similar to the
magnitude sensitivity portion of the CDTA. In this trial, the experimenter offered
the participant the choice between the SS and LS reinforcers, with the LS having
twice the magnitude of the SS (i.e., 30s versus 60s). In subsequent trials, the
options included choices between a SS and LL reinforcer, with the same difference
in magnitude. However, the length of the delay varied for each trial, based on the
participant‘s answer in the previous trial. For example, the experimenter could have
asked, ―Would you like 30 s of YouTube now, or 60 s of YouTube in 2 min, 45 s?‖
After the participant selected an option, the experimenter delivered it in a fashion
identical to the CDTA. At the end of the BDTA, the experimenter used the
participant‘s final selection to calculate a k value. The percentage of opportunities
the participant selected the LL over the SS reinforcer was also compared between
the CDTA and the BDTA. See Appendix D for a copy of the BDTA data sheet.
Other assessments for impulsivity were considered, but ultimately not
included, for this study. As impulsivity can be defined and measured in multiple
ways, some assessments are better suited to other definitions of impulsivity than
those used in this study. For example, the Go/No-Go task was not included as the
behaviors it measures more closely relate to models for motor inhibition than delay
discounting rates. Furthermore, as assessment time with the participants was
limited, a battery of all possible assessments was not feasible. Thus, only the most
directly related assessments were used.
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Preference and Reinforcer Assessments
The experimenter conducted a MSWO preference assessment at the
beginning of each session of this study. The purpose of the MSWO was to identify
stimuli that were likely to function as reinforcers for the CDTA and BDTA. The
MSWO consisted of a free choice from an array of 5 to10 items, identified from the
structured preference interview and informal observation of the participant. The
experimenter placed the items in full view and within reach of the participant and
equidistant from each other, then delivered the instruction to, ―Pick one,‖ from the
array. The participant then had 30 s of access to the stimulus after making a
selection. Common items included in the MSWO were leisure items and activities
such as action figures, iPad games (e.g., Angry Birds), and YouTube videos. Pilot
data indicated that some participants engaged in problem behavior, such as
whining, complaining, and swiping items, or refused to select an item, when the
array consisted of lower-preference items. Therefore, immediately before the first
trial of the MSWO, the experimenter reminded the participant that if they did not
want any of the items presented, they could say, ―I don‘t want any of those,‖ and
the MSWO would end early. Only two participants, Elspeth and Jace, appeared to
prefer this option to selecting the lower-preference items, and consistently ended
the MSWO after the first trial. In the event that a participant‘s preferences shifted
during session, they could request another MSWO or mand for a specific item, and
the experimenter would use that item for the remainder of the session.
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Following the initial MSWO, the experimenter conducted a brief reinforcer
assessment to verify that top-preferred items selected by the participant
corresponded to reinforcement value when participants had to complete a task
demand for the item (DeLeon et al., 2001). Following the initial MSWO, the
experimenter taught the participants to earn items via task completion. This training
consisted of providing a vocal-verbal description of the contingencies to the
participants (e.g., ―If you sort the cards on the left, you get the blocks. If you sort
the cards in the middle, you get the racecars. If you sort the cards on the right, you
get nothing.‖). The experimenter then asked the participant to echo, or repeat, the
contingencies back to the experimenter. The experimenter tested for comprehension
by asking the participant to confirm which task resulted in what reinforcer (e.g.,
―What do you get if you sort the cards in the middle?‖). If a participant made a
mistake (e.g., stated the incorrect item for the indicated task), the experimenter
provided feedback and error correction and re-presented the comprehension task.
After training, the experimenter presented the participant with an array of
three options: (a) completing a task for no reinforcer (i.e., the control option), (b)
completing the task for a high-preferred item from the MSWO, and (c) completing
the task for a low-preferred item from the MSWO. The definition of a highpreferred item was an item selected first or second in the MSWO; the definition of
a low-preferred item was an item selected last or second-to-last in the MSWO (i.e.,
the item selected in the fifth and sixth trials). The task remained the same across all
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three options, and the duration of the task lasted approximately 1 min. The
assessment consisted of eight trials, allowing for the comparison of each highpreferred item to each low-preferred item twice. The relative position of each item
was counter-balanced to identify potential side bias. This reinforcer assessment also
confirmed whether participants had the pre-requisite echoic and rule-following
skills necessary to participate in later phases of the study. The experimenter did not
re-administer the reinforcer assessment in subsequent phases.
As participants were required to complete a work task as part of the
reinforcer assessment as well as during treatment (i.e., as the concurrent activity), a
specific task had to be identified for each participant. It was important to identify a
task that the participant could complete fluently, but that was not a preferred
activity (i.e., not something the participant found ―fun to do‖), as this would
introduce a potential confounding variable and potentially fail to meet the criteria
for self-controlled responding. The experimenter identified potential activities from
a structured interview with the participant‘s legal guardian as well as informal
observation and conversation with the participant. Activities included mastered
academic, daily living, or arbitrary tasks, such as completing math problems,
solving puzzles, sorting pictures, stringing beads, or putting clips on a ruler. See
Appendix E for a copy of the interview form.
To identify a low-preferred activity, a formal paired-choice preference
assessment was conducted (PSPA; Fisher et al., 1992). This assessment consisted
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of a series of paired-choice trials between two activities, with trials continuing until
every potential activity had been paired with each other activity. After completing
the paired choice preference, the experimenter identified a low- to moderatelypreferred task the participant reliably completed that did not evoke problem
behavior. This task functioned as the activity for both the reinforcer assessment as
well as the concurrent activity during treatment.
Response Definitions and Measurement
In Stage 1, the dependent measures were as follows: (a) participant scores
on the BIS-11, (b) the order of selection and placement of stimuli in the MSWO,
(c) the percentage of selection and placement of stimuli in the reinforcer
assessment, (d) the latency to touching the stimulus in the waiting baseline, (e) the
percentage of trials the participant selected each activity in the PSPA, (f) the
percentage of trials the participant selected each option in the BDTA and CDTA
assessments, and (g) the k value score from the BDTA. The definition for
answering an item on the BIS-11 included when the participant either pointed to a
number on the Likert scale or vocally uttered a number or description from the
Likert scale (e.g., the participant saying, ―I think a three.‖). The definition for
touching the stimulus was any time the hands of the participant made contact with
the surface of the item or the card representing the item; contact with other parts of
the body did not meet definitional criteria. The definition for making a selection
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was any time the participant touched, pointed to, or vocally described the option
present on the table.
In Stages 2 and 4, there were three dependent variables, identical to those in
Stage 1. The first involved the order of selection and placement of stimuli in the
MSWO at the beginning of each session. The second was the selection the
participant made for each trial in the BDTA re-test or post-test. The final dependent
variable was the k value generated from the BDTA re-test or post-test.
In Stage 3, the dependent variable included the percentage of trials the
participant selected each option (e.g., S, LL, or CA). In addition, as typicallydeveloping children often engage in spontaneous, if not necessarily appropriate or
effective, activities during delays (Manfra et al., 2014), the experimenter recorded
narratives of participant behavior during waiting and working periods, in order to
identify potential delay tolerance strategies the participant may have already had, or
potential barrier behaviors impeding skill acquisition. See Appendix F for copies of
the data sheets used during Stage 3.
Multiple participants engaged in problem behaviors during the study, and
these were subsequently defined and recorded throughout all four stages of the
study. Problem behaviors consisted of elopement, spitting, property destruction,
verbal aggression, and physical aggression. The definition of elopement included
moving more than 3 ft from the designated work area without explicit experimenter
permission (e.g., the experimenter saying, ―Okay, let‘s go.‖). The definition of
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spitting included any time food, saliva, or other liquid (e.g., water, juice) passed the
plane of the lips, unless this expulsion occurred during an involuntary cough or
sneeze. The definition of property destruction included throwing, hitting, kicking,
breaking, or tearing up material in a way that did not correspond with the item‘s
intended use. For example, kicking a soccer ball would not constitute property
destruction. However, tearing up selection cards or snapping a pencil in half
counted as instances of problem behavior. The definition of verbal aggression
included any audible vocal utterance of at least one word that was an insult or
threat directed at the experimenter or another person. Thus, verbal aggression
included statements such as, ―You‘re ugly and stupid,‖ or, ―I‘m going to scratch
your car,‖ but did not include complaints such as ―I hate waiting,‖ utterances such
as sighs or yells, or gestures such as eye rolls. Finally, physical aggression included
any instance of hitting, scratching, or pinching. The definition of hitting was any
strike of the open hand or closed fist on the body of the experimenter or another
person, not including socially appropriate interactions such as a high-five, fistbump, or hug. The definition of scratching included the dragging at least one
fingernail across at least one inch on the skin of the experimenter or another person.
Pinching included the contact of two or more fingers, including the thumb, in a
pincher grip on the skin or clothing of the experimenter or another person. All
problem behaviors were recorded as a frequency count over the session, as was the
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part of the trial in which they occurred (e.g., presenting the choice array, the wait
interval, the reinforcer access, the ITI, etc.).
Interobserver Agreement and Procedural Fidelity
The experimenter recorded 78% of sessions using a digital camera on a
tripod for the purposes of data collection, interobserver agreement, and evaluating
procedural fidelity. Videos and other electronic files (e.g., scans of data sheets)
were securely stored on an encrypted hard drive with no internet access, protected
by a password known only to the experimenter. The experimenter kept all hard
copies of data sheets and other documentation in a locked filing cabinet in a locked
office accessible only by the experimenter. To protect participant privacy, all
participants were assigned a code name; real names or other protected health
information were not recorded in any documentation, except for the consent and
assent forms.
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated for 78% of all sessions,
distributed across all participants and phases by having a second observer review a
video of the session afterward. Standard IOA formulas were used to calculate
agreement (Cooper et al., 2007), facilitated with spreadsheet formulae in Microsoft
Excel® (Reed & Azulay, 2011). For target behavior measures, the formula for
calculating total count IOA was dividing the smaller count by the larger count, and
then converting to a percentage by multiplying by 100. For the BIS-11, the second
observer independently scored the form and calculated exact IOA by dividing the
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number of agreements by the sum of agreements and disagreements, and then
converting to a percentage. For assessments related to choice (e.g., CDTA), trialby-trial IOA was calculated by dividing the number of trials in which the data
collectors agreed on the participant‘s selection by the sum of agreements and
disagreements, and then converting to a percentage. The goal for acceptable IOA
for all measures was set at a minimum of 80%. If IOA had fallen below 80%, the
experimenter would have provided booster training on data collection, and the data
collectors would have been barred from coding session data until their IOA was
again demonstrated at or above 80% during the training session.
The experimenter conducted all research sessions. To facilitate consistency
in implementation, simplified written guidelines of procedures and target behavior
definitions were available as a reference during each session.

To determine

the accuracy and consistency of implementation of the study procedures, the second
observer who collected IOA data also conducted procedural fidelity checks
(Peterson et al., 1982). Thus, procedural fidelity was also collected for 78% of all
sessions, across all participants and phases. To calculate procedural fidelity, the
experimenter provided the second observer with a task analysis form that listed all
steps of the procedures for that session. The second observer marked each step as
being done correctly or incorrectly, and a score was calculated by dividing the
number of steps completed correctly by the total number of steps, then converted to
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a percentage by multiplying by 100%. The goal for acceptable procedural integrity
was set at a minimum of 94%.
Experimental Design
This study consisted of four distinct stages: (a) test, (b) re-test, (c)
intervention, and (d) post-test. During stage 1, the test stage, the experimenter
conducted a battery of direct and indirect delay tolerance and impulsivity
assessments. The purpose of this stage was to establish the participant‘s current
waiting skills, impulsivity measures, and preferences. Stage 1 also determined
what, if any, correlation existed between the various assessments in the assessment
battery.
During stage 2, the re-test stage, the experimenter re-administered the
BDTA. This occurred at least one week, but no more than two weeks, after
completion of stage 1 for that participant. The purpose of this stage was to
determine the extent of test-retest reliability for the delay tolerance assessment,
investigating whether it provided a consistent measure of delay tolerance.
Theoretically, if this assessment is reliable, the results should be similar or identical
between administrations over a short time period in the same or similar contexts.
The third stage, intervention, included a multiple baseline across
participants design in which participants experienced four phases: (a) baseline, (b)
concurrent activity, (c) rule, and (d) rule with concurrent activity. In this stage, all
participants began in a baseline phase in which they were offered a choice between
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a SS and LL reinforcer. Once baseline performance stabilized (e.g., the participant
selected the same option the majority of trials for three consecutive trial blocks),
the participant entered the second phase, in which they had the option of engaging
in a programed concurrent activity during the delay to the LL reinforcer. Once
performance in the concurrent activity condition stabilized, the participant moved
to the rule-only condition, in which the experimenter provided a rule prior to the
participant making their selection, and the concurrent activity was no longer
available. Lastly, following stability in the third phase, the fourth phase began,
featuring both components in a package intervention. Transitions between phases
were staggered temporally across participants. The experimenter could not ensure
that the participants did not covertly repeat the rule in subsequent conditions where
the experimenter did not present a rule. For that reason, there was no
counterbalancing of condition order across participants.
Once the participant‘s selections stabilized in the fourth phase, stage 3 was
complete. The primary purpose of this stage was to conduct a component analysis
of two of the most common interventions for impulsive choice, rules and
concurrent activities, and evaluate which components were effective with this
population and if a package intervention‘s effect was greater than the sum of its
parts.
Following the completion of stage 3, the participant would enter the final
stage, stage 4. In stage 4, the experimenter re-administered the delay tolerance
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assessment one final time and administered the social validity questionnaire to both
the participant and their legal guardian(s). This stage allowed the comparison
between pre-intervention and post-intervention BDTA k values, to determine if
changes in delay tolerance skills altered responses to the assessment. Lastly, this
stage allowed the experimenter to evaluate the social validity of both interventions,
an important consideration in applied practice. For example, if concurrent activities
were effective, but not socially valid, this would have represented a significant
barrier to their use in clinical practice.
General Procedure
Prior to conducting sessions with the participant, the experimenter met with
one or both of the participant‘s legal guardians to review consent forms, conduct a
brief structured interview about the participant‘s skills, behavior, and preferences,
and determine a session schedule. See Appendix G for a copy of the consent form,
and Appendix E for a copy of the interview form. This interview also included
verifying with the guardian that the participant had basic pre-requisite skills for
participation, such as following one-step instructions and echoing vocal-verbal
statements (i.e., repeating a statement out loud), and did not have any exclusionary
diagnoses, such as a developmental disability.
Stage 1: Test
In Stage 1, the test phase, the experimenter conducted the entire assessment
battery with the participant. This battery consisted of the following assessments, in
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order: (a) BIS-11, (b) MSWO, (c) activity PSPA, (d) reinforcer assessment, (e)
CDTA, and the (f) BDTA. The order of the assessments remained the same across
all participants. The assessment battery required three to five sessions to complete,
depending on participant availability, problem behavior, and performance. The first
session began with the experimenter reading the assent script to the participant and
getting verbal assent for participation. See Appendix H for a copy of the assent
script.
The experimenter began the assessment battery by conducting the BIS-11.
This entailed the experimenter providing a written copy of the survey the
participant, reading each question aloud to the participant, and then scoring the
participant‘s response by circling the corresponding number on the form. Following
the BIS-11, the experimenter provided a brief 5-min break. After the BIS-11 was
completed, the experimenter conducted the MSWO preference assessment with
items identified through the parent interview to determine the highest preferred
item. Following the MSWO, the activity PSPA was completed, then the reinforcer
assessment. After determining the correspondence between the MSWO and the
reinforcer assessment (i.e., the top-preferred item from the MSWO was also the top
selection worked for during the reinforcer assessment), the top-preferred item from
the MSWO was used as the reinforcer for both the CDTA and BDTA assessments.
Once the BDTA was completed, Stage 1 sessions were complete for that
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participant. The author calculated Pearson correlations for each participant‘s
assessment results to determine the extent of convergent validity.
Stage 2: Re-test
In Stage 2, the re-test stage, the experimenter conducted another session
with the participant at least one but no more than two weeks after the participant
completed Stage 1. During this session, the experimenter completed a new MSWO
to identify the top-preferred stimulus. Using the stimulus as a putative reinforcer,
the experimenter re-administered the BDTA. Following the completion of the
BDTA, Stage 2 was complete for that participant. The primary investigator
calculated Pearson correlations for each participant‘s assessment results to
determine the extent of re-test validity with the results from Stage 1.
Stage 3: Intervention
Stage 3 consisted of a multiple baseline across participants design with four
phases: (a) baseline, (b) concurrent activity, (c) rule, and (d) a package of
concurrent activity with the rule. The concurrent activity, rule, and package
conditions were considered treatment phases. Sessions in all phases began with an
MSWO to determine the top-preferred stimulus, with that preferred stimulus
serving as the reinforcer for that session. See Appendix F for copies of the data
sheets used in Stage 3.
In the baseline phase, the experimenter provided no prompts, rules, or
feedback to the participant. Sessions consisted of two forced-choice trials followed
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by five free-choice trials in which both options (i.e., SS and LL) were
simultaneously available. The SS and LL options, and the procedures for the
forced-choice and free-choice trials, were identical to those provided in the CDTA.
Baseline performance was considered stable when the same selection was made for
the majority of free-choice trials (i.e., 3 or more trials) for three consecutive
sessions.
In the concurrent activity condition, procedures were identical to the
baseline condition, with the following modifications. Each trial in the concurrent
activity consisted of offering the participant three options: (a) a SS reinforcer, (b) a
LL reinforcer, and (c) a LL reinforcer with a concurrent activity (CA). In the CA
option, the delay/work period was identical in duration to the delay in the LL
option, and the magnitude of the reinforcer at the end of the CA option was
identical to the magnitude of the reinforcer in the LL option. If the participant
selected the CA option, the experimenter said, ―Since you chose that option, you
will need to work for the <item>,‖ and provided the work materials (e.g., reading
passage, flashcards). Access to the reinforcer was contingent upon the participant
being on-task with the concurrent activity for the duration of the delay. In the event
that the participant chose the concurrent activity option but did not engage in the
task, or was only engaged in the task for a portion of the delay, the experimenter
did not provide the reinforcer. At the end of the delay, the experimenter removed
the work materials so the participant was unable to continue the task past the
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required time, and so the task did not interfere with access to the reinforcer. To
ensure the participant ―understood‖ the CA option, the concurrent activity
condition included three forced-choice trials rather than two, with the third being a
forced-choice for the CA option. The criterion for stability in this phase was the
participant making the same selection for the majority of free-choice trials (i.e., 3 or
more trials) for three consecutive sessions.
In the rule condition, procedures were identical to baseline, with the
exception of the addition of the rule. At the beginning of each trial, the
experimenter stated the rule, ―If I choose to wait, I get what I want. Saying my rule
can help me wait.‖ The phrasing of the rule in the present study resembled the
phrasing used in prior research on the effects of rules on delay tolerance and
waiting (e.g., Hanley et al., 2014; Toner & Smith 1977). The rationale for selecting
this particular rule over others in the literature was its demonstrated efficacy with
neurotypical schoolchildren, as opposed to children with disabilities or typicallydeveloped adults. That being said, this rule was slightly modified from that used in
the PLS curriculum. Specifically, the rule was altered to be more specific to the
context of the study, in order for the rule to be as accurate as possible. The phrase
―If I choose to wait‖ was used instead of the phrase, ―If I wait,‖ as the rule was
provided before the participant made a selection, rather than after the participant
was given the instruction to wait without other options. The experimenter then
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instructed the participant to repeat the rule, immediately before presenting the twooption array to choose from for the free-choice trial.
If the participant selected the LL option, the experimenter repeated the rule
once again for the participant to echo. As the experimenter could not physically
prompt an echo, and because the participant could covertly repeat the rule, the
experimenter did not require the participant to repeat the rule for the entire delay.
All other procedures were identical between baseline and rule conditions.
In the concurrent activity with rule condition, procedures were identical to
the concurrent activity condition, with one modification. In this condition, the
experimenter provided a rule identical to the rule condition, but with the script for
the rule modified to, ―If I choose to wait, I get what I want. Doing something can
help me wait.‖ This modification was made for two reasons. First, it was hoped that
the phrasing would aid in discrimination between the conditions. In the concurrent
activity condition, no rule was present. In the rule condition immediately preceding
the package condition, the rule was present and the concurrent activity was
unavailable. One concern was that the presence of the rule, due to this history, may
inadvertently function as an Sdelta for the concurrent activity, suppressing selection
of the concurrent activity option. The second reason for the modification was for
accuracy purposes. As the purpose of the concurrent activity was, in colloquial
terms, to ―help the child wait,‖ the modification of the rule was thought to more
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accurately reflect both the contingencies in place and the rationale that would be
provided in the natural environment.
Stage 4: Post-Test
Once the concurrent activity with rule condition was completed, the
participant entered the final, post-test stage. The experimenter administered the
BDTA for a third time with the participant. Following the completion of this
assessment, the experimenter conducted a social validity assessment with the
participant and their legal guardian(s), provided the guardian with a debriefing on
the study, provided training in the procedures if the guardian was interested, and
thanked all parties for their participation.
Statistical Analysis
Prior to data collection, the experimenter completed an a pirori power
analysis using the software G*Power® (Version 3.0.10). G*Power® is a free standalone statistical program developed for use in behavioral and social sciences (Faul
et al., 2007; Faul et al., 2009). To determine the minimum number of participants
for Stages 1 and 2, the experimenters entered known fields (e.g., significance level,
minimum accepted effect size), leaving sample size a free parameter. G*Power®
then calculated the minimum number of participants to meet those parameter
minimums. For a large effect at an alpha level of .05, G*Power®‘s analysis showed
that a minimum of 11 participants would need to complete the assessments for
adequate statistical power.
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The assessments conducted in Stages 1, 2, and 4 were analyzed statistically
using IBM SPSS Statistics® (Version 21.0) to evaluate the convergent validity
between assessments. As participants were selected from a population with a
normal distribution, and the performance of the participants was statistically
independent, Pearson‘s product-moment correlation coefficients (r) were calculated
for each assessment (Puth et al., 2014). The formula used for the calculation of the
r value was:

In this formula, n is the number of participants, and ȳ is the average score on the
two assessments being compared (e.g., mean BIS-11 score as and BDTA k value
as ȳ), and xi and yi being each participant‘s individual score on the assessments.
Social Validity
The experimenter collected two social validity measures in this study: one
measure from the participants‘ self-reports, and at least one from the participants‘
legal guardian(s). At the end of the study, the experimenter administered a brief
written survey to the participants in a similar fashion to the BIS-11. To ensure
comprehension, the experimenter read the statement aloud, answered any questions
the participant had about the statement, and recorded each participant‘s answer.
Each question consisted of a statement about the goals, procedures, or results of
treatment procedures with a 5-point Likert scale indicating how much the
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participant agrees with each statement (e.g., ―I liked having an activity to do while I
waited.‖; Wolf, 1978). The experimenter also asked the participant which of the
three arrangements they preferred: (a) the rule, (b) the concurrent activity, or (c)
both components. Lastly, the experimenter invited the participant to share any
additional thoughts or comments on the project, which they then recorded in a
narrative format.
The experimenter gave the participants‘ legal guardians a brief didactic and
written review of the treatment procedures and recommendations. When possible,
they were then shown a brief recording of a research session demonstrating the rule
and concurrent activity procedures, if they had not already observed sessions invivo. After the experimenter provided an opportunity to ask questions, the
experimenter gave the guardian a written survey to complete. The survey consisted
of a series of statements regarding the goals, procedures, or results of the treatment
protocols, with a 5-point Likert scale to determine, ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) with the statement (e.g., ―I would feel comfortable
using this procedure with my child.‖). The experimenter calculated overall social
validity scores by summing the Likert scale values for a question, then dividing the
sum by the number of participants or guardians who answered each question to get
an average value. The goal for acceptable social validity was an average score of 4
or greater. See Appendices I and J for copies of the social validity surveys for both
the participants and their legal guardians.
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Results
Interobserver Agreement
The study took place over a total of 263 sessions. IOA data were calculated
for 78% of all experimental sessions across all participants and stages, with an
average agreement of 99% (range: 92-100%). For a report of IOA for each study
component by participant, see Table 2.
For the BIS-11 survey, IOA was calculated for 100% of sessions, with an
average agreement of 99% (range: 94-100%). For the concurrent activity PSPA,
IOA was calculated for 42% of sessions, with an average agreement of 100%. For
the reinforcer assessment, IOA was calculated for 75% of sessions, with an average
agreement of 99% (range: 99-100%). For the naturalistic waiting baseline, IOA was
calculated for 86% of sessions, with an average agreement of 97% (range: 92100%). For the magnitude sensitivity assessment, IOA was calculated for 92% of
sessions, with an average agreement of 100%. For the delay sensitivity assessment,
IOA was calculated for 83% of sessions, with an average agreement of 100%. For
the CDTA impulsivity assessment, IOA was calculated for 86% of sessions, with
an average agreement of 100%.
Overall, IOA for BDTA sessions was calculated for 72% of sessions, with
an average agreement of 100%. For the initial BDTA assessment, IOA was
calculated for 83% of sessions. The BDTA re-test was evaluated for 75% of
sessions. The BDTA post-test was evaluated for 40% of sessions. For the Stage 3
baseline condition, IOA was calculated for 87% of sessions, with an average
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agreement of 100%. For the Stage 3 concurrent activity condition, IOA was
calculated for 81% of sessions, with an average agreement of 100%. For the Stage
3 rule-only condition, IOA was calculated for 73% of sessions, with an average
agreement of 100%. For the Stage 3 package condition, IOA was calculated for
70% of sessions, with an average agreement of 100%; 77% of the Novel-sub
condition was evaluated.
Procedural Fidelity
Procedural fidelity was calculated for 78% of all experimental sessions
across all participants, with an average implementation accuracy of 99% (range:
94-100%). For a report of procedural fidelity for each study component by
participant, see Table 3.
For the BIS-11 survey, procedural fidelity was calculated for 91% of
sessions, with an average accuracy of 99% (range: 97-100%). For the concurrent
activity PSPA, IOA was calculated for 42% of sessions, with an average accuracy
of 99% (range: 96-100%). For the reinforcer assessment, IOA was calculated for
75% of sessions, with an average accuracy of 99% (range: 96-100%). For the
naturalistic waiting baseline, procedural fidelity was calculated for 86% of
sessions, with an average accuracy of 100%. For the magnitude sensitivity
assessment, procedural fidelity was calculated for 92% of sessions, with an average
accuracy of 100%. For the delay sensitivity assessment, procedural fidelity was
calculated for 83% of sessions, with an average accuracy of 100%. For the CDTA
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impulsivity assessment, procedural fidelity was calculated for 86% of sessions,
with an average accuracy of 100%.
Overall, procedural fidelity for BDTA sessions was calculated for 72% of
sessions, with an average accuracy of 99% (range: 96-100%). For the initial BDTA
assessment, procedural fidelity was calculated for 83% of sessions, with an average
accuracy of 99% (range: 94-100%). The BDTA re-test was evaluated for 75% of
sessions, with an average accuracy of 99% (range: 96%-100%). The BDTA posttest was evaluated for 40% of sessions, with an average accuracy of 98% (range:
96-100%).
For the Stage 3 baseline condition, procedural fidelity was calculated for
87% of sessions, with an average accuracy of 100%. For the Stage 3 concurrent
activity condition, procedural fidelity was calculated for 81% of sessions, with an
average accuracy of 99% (range: 94-100%). For the Stage 3 rule-only condition,
procedural fidelity was calculated for 73% of sessions, with an average accuracy of
99% (range: 94-100%). Lastly, for the Stage 3 package condition, procedural
fidelity was calculated for 70% of sessions, with an average accuracy of 99%
(range: 96-100%); 77% of the novel-sub condition was evaluated, with an average
accuracy of 99% (range: 96-100%).
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Assessment
BIS-11
All 12 participants completed the BIS-11 survey. Completion typically
required approximately 15 min of a single session. Problem behavior did not occur
during the BIS-11. For a list of survey answers by participant and average response
per survey item, see Table 4.
Activity PSPA
During the intake interview, each participant‘s legal guardian identified at
least eight mastered activities the participant could fluently perform. The
experimenter observed the participants complete the top six activities the legal
guardians rated as those the participants could complete fluently, in order to
confirm their judgment. All participants completed the activity PSPA with the
experimenter. For a list of the identified activities for each participant, see Table 1.
The most commonly identified low-preferred activity was reading, with six
participants, followed by math in the form of addition or subtraction problems, for
four participants. Despite the non-preferred nature of the tasks and high rate of
demands, participants did not emit any problem behavior during this assessment.
Preference and Reinforcer Assessment
During the intake interview, each participant‘s legal guardian identified at
least four highly-preferred items or activities for the participant. The experimenter
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identified additional items via verbal report from the participant and informal
observation.
Each participant completed an MSWO before the reinforcer assessment.
The MSWO included 5-10 highly-preferred items, dependent on the number of
items previously identified, plus a ―control‖ item that was putatively devoid of
reinforcing value to the participant (e.g., a plastic spoon). The expectation was that
the control item would be one of the last items selected, or go entirely unselected.
This was the case for all 12 participants. The first two and final two selected items,
or, in the event that an item was unselected, the unselected items, from the MSWO
were used in the reinforcer assessment. The participants did not engage in problem
behavior during the initial MSWO. The most common top-preferred item was an
electronic tablet device (e.g., iPad, Kindle Fire), followed by smart phones and
video game consoles, followed by dolls and action figures.
During the reinforcer assessment, all participants successfully completed
the work task for every trial. Eleven participants chose to work for the highpreferred item either the majority of trials (e.g., 60% or higher) or for all trials. One
participant, Elspeth, chose the control option (i.e., working for ―nothing‖) for four
of the eight trials, and the highest-preferred option from the MSWO for the
remaining four trials. Elspeth selected the control option only in trials in which the
second-highest preferred item, rather than the highest-preferred, was available;
during one such trial, Elspeth stated, ―If I can‘t have the iPad, I don‘t want
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anything.‖ The experimenter re-administered the MSWO and reinforcer assessment
with Elspeth, and Elspeth selected the high-preferred items for all eight trials
during this re-assessment. The remaining 11 participants did not emit problem
behavior.
Naturalistic Waiting Baseline
The naturalistic waiting baseline required an average of five trials to
complete (range: 3 to 8). Overall, participants waited an average of 128.5 s (range:
2 to 600 s) before touching the preferred item. The three youngest participants,
Domri, Jace, and Rowan, all age 5, had the shortest mean latencies among
participants: 35s, 12 s, and 34 s, respectively. Vivien, aged 9-years-old, waited the
maximum trial length of 10 min without touching the item for three consecutive
trials, resulting in a mean latency of 600 s, and thus had the longest latency time.
Gideon, the oldest participant (age 10), had a mean latency of 55 s. See Table 5 for
the mean latency values, latency ranges, trials to the stability criterion, and slope
values for each participant. See Figures 2 to 13 for equal-interval line graphs of
latency data for each participant, with trend line.
One of the limitations of Gokey et al. (2013) was the paucity of information
on participant behavior during the delay. As particular behaviors may increase or
decrease waiting times (Mischel & Ebbensen, 1970; Mischel, Ebbensen, & Zeis,
1972), as well as suggest what waiting skills participants already possessed, this
information was recorded in narrative format during naturalistic waiting baseline
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sessions. The participants engaged in multiple strategies while waiting. The most
common strategy, observed with every participant save for Domri and Jace, was
‗finger-play‘ in which the participant tapped, scratched, or rubbed at least one
finger on a surface, often with a rhythm. These participants also physically
manipulated nearby objects, such as pulling on window blind cords, putting shoes
on and off, or sliding nearby chairs. Domri, Jace, and Elspeth emitted vocal
questions directed towards the experimenter (e.g., ―What did you have for lunch?
Did you see Avengers?‖); the experimenter did not respond to these questions.
Tibalt, Vivien, and Wrenn also emitted vocal statements, in the form of
descriptions rather than questions. For example, Vivien described her ideal pet and
the reasons why she could not have it. Again, the experimenter did not respond to
these statements. Tibalt was observed overtly instructing himself to wait (e.g.,
―This is so hard, I hate waiting, but you can do it Tibalt, keep waiting.‖). Nissa,
Liliana, and Chandra laid their heads on the table or desk surface and stated they
were going to ‗sleep‘ during the wait. Five participants engaged in extended gazing
responses. Vivien, Wrenn, and Chandra scanned the room back and forth. Both
Domri and Jace, in comparison, stared at the item, and in some cases would place
their faces next to the item.
The expectation was that latency values would decrease over the course of
the naturalistic waiting baseline sessions; this was true for nine participants.
Vivien‘s latency values remained perfectly stable, with no trend. Notably, Elspeth‘s
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and Liliana‘s latency values showed an upward trend. When asked, Elspeth stated
that she had been counting the number of seconds she waited and was ―trying to
beat her last score‖ each trial. Liliana stated that she tried to count to 100 prior to
making her selection during each trial. These represent covert verbal activities
engaged in during the waiting period. While all participants were asked to report
what they were thinking or doing while waiting, only Elspeth and Liliana provided
an explicit account; other participant responses consisted of either, ―I was
thinking,‖ or ―I don‘t know.‖ The participants did not engage in problem behavior
during the naturalistic waiting baseline.
Choice Assessment Data
See Figures 14 to 25 for summary bar graphs of each participant‘s
selections in the three sensitivity assessments of the CDTA. In these figures, data
are presented for both options in each assessment. These data are complements. For
example, if the SS reinforcer were selected for 75% of trials in the magnitude
sensitivity assessment, the LL reinforcer, the only other option, must have been
selected for the remaining 25% of trials. Complement data are presented in order to
provide the most context for interpretation and to best align with the published
literature.
Magnitude Sensitivity
The magnitude sensitivity assessment required an average of 4.5 free-choice
trials to complete (range: 4 to 8). Ten participants displayed perfect differentiation,
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selecting the LS reinforcer over the SS reinforcer for 100% of trials. Domri selected
the SS reinforcer for 20% of trials. Nissa selected the SS reinforcer for 25% of
trials. However, both Domri and Nissa selected the LS reinforcer for four
consecutive trials to meet the termination criterion for the magnitude sensitivity
assessment. Overall, all 12 participants displayed sensitivity to magnitude. The
participants did not engage in problem behavior during the magnitude sensitivity
assessment.
Delay Sensitivity
The delay sensitivity assessment required an average of 4.4 free-choice
trials to complete (range: 4 to 8). Ten participants displayed perfect differentiation.
Nine of those 10 selected the SS reinforcer over the SL reinforcer for 100% of
trials. The tenth, Vivien, selected the SL reinforcer over the SS reinforcer for 100%
of trials. When asked about her choices, Vivien stated that she thought she would
―get something special if she chose the harder one‖ and that she ―wanted to show
off.‖ Of the remaining participants, Wrenn selected the SL reinforcer for 37.5% of
trials, and Liliana selected the SL for 20% of trials. Overall, all participants
displayed a sensitivity to delay, and 11 of the participants displayed a preference
for immediate over delayed reinforcers of the same magnitude. Elspeth, Jace, and
Tibalt engaged in low levels of complaining during the delay sensitivity
assessment. These complaints related to the previous magnitude assessment (e.g.,
Tibalt stating, ―Where‘s ‗a lot now?‘ I liked that one. Bring it back!‖). However,
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these complaints did not escalate to meet the definition of verbal aggression and did
not disrupt session procedures. The participants did not engage in problem behavior
during the delay sensitivity assessment.
CDTA Impulsivity Assessment
The CDTA Impulsivity Assessment required an average of 5.75 free-choice
trials to complete (range: 4 to 9). Only five participants displayed perfect
differentiation. Four of those five selected the SS reinforcer over the LL reinforcer
for 100% of trials: Domri, Gideon, Nissa, and Wrenn. The fifth, Vivien, selected
the LL reinforcer for 100% of trials, indicating that she did not prefer impulsive
choices and may have already had several self-control skills. Vivien‘s performance
in previous assessment potentially supports this hypothesis. Of the remaining
participants, Elspeth selected the SS reinforcer on 83% of trials, Chandra (77%),
Jace and Liliana (75%), Serra (66%), Tibalt (37.5%), and Rowan (25%). Overall,
all participants displayed sensitivity to changes in both magnitude and delay, and
nine displayed a preference for small, immediate reinforcers over larger, delayed
reinforcers. Thus, nine of the 12 participants displayed impulsive preferences.
Two participants displayed problem behavior during the impulsivity
assessment. Tibalt engaged in problem behavior twice. The first instance was a
blocked attempt to take the reinforcer from the experimenter without permission.
This occurred immediately after Tibalt had chosen to wait for the LL reinforcer. In
the second instance, Tibalt crawled under the table, turned his back to the
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experimenter, and cried for 186 s. This occurred immediately after the
experimenter presented the choice array and the instruction to pick one; Tibalt
stated that he ―did not like those choices‖ and ―wanted the ‗a lot now card‘ to come
back.‖ The hypothesized function of Tibalt‘s problem behavior was access to
tangibles in the form of preferred electronic devices.
Elspeth engaged in 10 instances of problem behavior across six trials—7
attempts to take the reinforcer from the experimenter, 2 elopements from the work
area, and 1 instance of spitting on the experimenter. All 10 instances occurred
either during the waiting period for the LL reinforcer or during the inter-trial
interval; spitting and elopement that occurred during the waiting period period
resulted in the participant failing to access the LL reinforcer at the end of the delay.
The hypothesized function of Elspeth‘s problem behavior was access to attention
from the experimenter and/or tangibles in the form of preferred electronic devices.
BDTA
Due to its structure, the BDTA requires either 5 or 6 trials to complete. Due
to participant performance, the BDTA always required 6 trials to complete in the
present study. All 12 participants completed the BDTA pre-test and re-test, and five
completed the BDTA post-test. Participants did not engage in problem behavior
during the BDTA pre-test and re-test. One participant, Elspeth, engaged in vocal
protests and negotiation during the presentation of the choice array in trials 4 and 5
of the BDTA post-test. These behaviors consisted of requests for different cards,
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pushing the array away, and threatening to quit participation in the study if the
experimenter did not present more preferred options. The experimenter repeated the
instruction and re-presented the array and Elspeth made a selection within 30 s of
the re-presentation.
See Table 6 for the k values and the percentage of trials the participants selected the
LL reinforcer for each BDTA for each participant.
Treatment
Stage 3 consisted of a multiple baseline across participants, in which the
participants experienced the baseline, concurrent activity, rule-only, and package
treatment conditions. During Stage 3, the experimenter recorded the percentage of
trials in each trial block in which the participant selected the SS reinforcer, LL
reinforcer, or, when available, the LL reinforcer with a concurrent activity
requirement. See Figure 26 for a graph of participant performance throughout Stage
3. In addition, an alternate graph was produced that combined the two delayed
options into a single data path; this graph was used for supplemental analysis and
can be seen in Figure 27. See Figure 28 for a graph of problem behavior data.
The following five participants completed Stage 3: Chandra, Elsepth,
Gideon, Jace, and Liliana. These five were selected based on two criteria. First, as
self-control training was projected to take 20 to 30 sessions, the participant needed
to be available for an extended period of time. Due to availability limitations, some
participants, such as Domri, were simply unable to be scheduled for those sessions,
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and were unable to receive treatment. The second criterion was that the participant
displayed impulsive behavior during the Stage 1 assessments. As some participants
already demonstrated self-controlled responding in the majority of trials of Stage 1,
such as Vivien and Tibalt, they were ineligible for self-control training in Stage 3.
Chandra
In baseline, Chandra selected the SS reinforcer for 100% of free-choice
trials. In the concurrent activity condition, Chandra selected the SS reinforcer in
42% of free-choice trials (range: 0-100%). Selection of the SS reinforcer displayed
a strong downward trend throughout this condition (slope = -12.8), and selection of
the CA reinforcer was variable, but on an upward trend (slope = 11.9); the LL
reinforcer was only selected for 12.5% of trials in this condition. In the rule-only
condition, Chandra selected the LL reinforcer for 100% of the free-choice trials.
Finally, in the package condition, Chandra only selected the SS reinforcer once, or
2% of the free-choice trials. Chandra consistently selected one of the two delayed
reinforcers during this condition, but displayed significantly more variability in that
she would frequently alternate between the LL and CA reinforcers during a session.
Chandra did not emit any problem behaviors during Stage 3.
Elspeth
In baseline, Elspeth selected the SS reinforcer for 100% of free-choice
trials. She engaged in an average of 1.8 problem behaviors during session (range: 0
to 5), with a decreasing trend (slope = -1.1). In the concurrent activity condition,
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her selection of the SS reinforcer initially decreased to 0%, but had a strong
increasing trend (slope = 9.8). Her selection of the CA reinforcer steadily decreased
during the condition, and she selected the LL reinforcer only once. She engaged in
an average of 3.5 problem behaviors per session (range: 1 to 7), with a flat trend
(slope = .02). In the rule-only condition, Elspeth selected the SS reinforcer for 89%
of free-choice trials. Elspeth displayed a unique pattern in this condition. She
selected the SS reinforcer for 100% of free-choice trials in the first four and final
six sessions, but only selected the SS for 40-60% of trials in the ―middle‖ three
sessions. When asked, Elspeth did not or could not report why her responses had
changed. However, her father noted that these three outlier sessions occurred in the
first three days of Elspeth‘s summer break from school. Elspeth engaged in an
average of 2 problem behaviors per session (range = 0 to 9), with a flat trend (slope
= -.03). There was no difference in the rate of problem behavior between ‗typical‘
sessions and the ‗outlier‘ sessions. In the package condition, Elspeth selected the
SS reinforcer for 91% of free-choice trials, with a slight increasing trend (slope =
3). Upon the introduction of the novel activity in the novel sub-phase of the
package condition, selection of the SS reinforcer decreased to 80% initially, and
then returned to 100% selection. Elspeth engaged in an average of 2 problem
behaviors per session (range: 0 to 10); problem behavior was less frequent in the
novel activity sub-phase (M = .75, range: 0 to 2).
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Overall, Elspeth typically engaged in problem behavior when the
experimenter terminated access to the reinforcer, during waiting periods without an
activity, and during ITIs. Her problem behavior was highly variable, with 12
sessions with zero instances and 8 sessions with 5 or more instances. The most
common form of problem behavior was physical aggression such as pinching
(32%), followed by spitting (24%), elopement (23%), property destruction such as
throwing or tearing items (11%), and verbal aggression such as threats and insults
(10%).
Gideon
In baseline, Gideon selected the SS reinforcer for 98% of free-choice trials.
In the concurrent activity condition, Gideon selected the SS reinforcer in 13% of
free-choice trials (range: 0 to 80%). Selection of the SS reinforcer showed a
downward trend (slope = -5.7) throughout the condition, and selection of the CA
reinforcer showed an upward trend of the same magnitude; the LL reinforcer was
not selected in this condition. In the rule-only condition, Gideon selected the SS
reinforcer for 100% of free-choice trials. In the package condition, Gideon selected
the SS reinforcer for 53% of trials, with selection of the SS displaying an increasing
trend (slope = 10.3). Upon the introduction of the novel reading material, selection
of the SS reinforcer immediately decreased to 20% of trials, and reduced to 0% by
the end of the phase. Gideon did not emit any problem behaviors during Stage 3.
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Jace
In baseline, Jace selected the SS reinforcer for 100% of free-choice trials.
He engaged in an average of 2 problem behaviors a session (range: 0 to 5). In the
concurrent activity condition, Jace selected the SS reinforcer for 79% of all freechoice trials, with an upward trend (slope = 2.7). Jace selected the CA reinforcer
for no more than 40% of free-choice trials in a session, and did not select the LL
reinforcer at any point in this condition. He engaged in an average of 3.75 problem
behaviors per session (range: 0 to 9). In the rule-only condition, Jace selected the
SS reinforcer for 97% of free-choice trials, and selected the LL reinforcer only
once. He engaged in an average of 5.5 problem behaviors per session (range: 0 to
19). Lastly, in the package condition, Jace selected the SS reinforcer for 52% of
free-choice trials, and the CA reinforcer for the remaining 48%. His selections were
stable in this condition, with a flat trend. He engaged in an average of 7 problem
behaviors per session (range: 0 to 17).
Overall, Jace‘s problem behavior was highly variable, with six sessions
with zero instances and three sessions with 16 or more instances. The majority of
sessions had 1 to 3 instances of problem behavior. Jace typically engaged in
problem behavior when the experimenter terminated access to the reinforcer,
during waiting periods without an activity, and during ITIs. The most common
form of problem behavior was physical aggression such as hitting (68%), followed
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by spitting (14%), elopement (9%), and property destruction such as throwing or
tearing items (8%).
Liliana
In baseline, Liliana selected the SS reinforcer for 91% of free-choice trials.
In the concurrent activity condition, Liliana selected the SS reinforcer in 13% of
free-choice trials (range: 0-60%). Selection of the SS reinforcer was variable with a
downward trend (slope = -3.4), with the majority of selection during free-choice
trials being allocated to the CA reinforcer. Liliana selected the LL reinforcer only
once during this condition. In the rule-only condition, Liliana selected the SS
reinforcer for 16% of all free-choice trials; the entirely of SS reinforcer selections
occurred in the first two sessions of this condition. Selection of the LL reinforcer
was on an increasing trend (slope = 12), which stabilized at 100% selection. Lastly,
in the package condition, Liliana selected the CA reinforcer for 100% of freechoice trials. Liliana did not emit any problem behaviors during Stage 3.
Statistical Analysis
Following data collection, the experimenter calculated one-tailed bivariate
Pearson correlations for participant gender, age, BIS-11 survey answers, BIS-11
total scores, BDTA k values, and the percentage of trials the participant selected the
SS reinforcer in each assessment. See Table 7 for summary correlational data.
Participant gender and age did not significantly correlate with any behavioral
measures or preferences. The k value on the BDTA pre-test significantly and
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positively correlated with the BDTA re-test, r(11) = .920, p < .001, suggesting high
test-retest reliability.
Total scores between the brief and full adolescent versions of the BIS-11
survey had a significant and positive correlation, r(11) =.805, p = .001. However,
of the two, only the brief version correlated with other behavioral measures,
specifically the percentage of trials the participant selected the SS reinforcer during
the CDTA, r(11) = -.589, p = .022. Out of the 35 questions in the survey given to
participants, 11 individual questions correlated with performance in other
assessments. Answers on the BIS-11 item ―I plan tasks carefully,‖ had a significant,
positive correlation with the BDTA pre-test k value, r(11) = .515, p = .043, the
BDTA re-test k value, r(11)=.514, p=.044, and the percentage of trials the
participant selected the SS reinforcer in the CDTA impulsivity test, r(11)=.502,
p=.048. Answers to ―I like to think things through,‖ had a significant, negative
correlation with the BDTA pre-test k value, r(11) = -.527, p = .039, and a
significant positive correlation with SS selection in the CDTA impulsivity test,
r(11) = .541, p = .035. Answers to ―I am self-controlled,‖ had a significant,
negative correlation with BDTA re-test k value, r(11) = -.554, p = .031. Answers to
―I concentrate easily,‖ also had a significant, negative correlation, with both the
BDTA pre-test k value, r(11) = -.600, p = .02, and the BDTA re-test k value, r(11)
= -.520, p = .042. Answers to ―I act on the spur of the moment,‖ correlated
positively and significantly with k values on the BDTA pre-test, r(11) = .619, p =
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.016, and the BDTA re-test, r(11) = .612, p = .017. Answers to ―I cannot sit still at
movies and/or at school,‖ had a significant positive correlation with k values on the
BDTA pre-test, r(11) = .593, p = .021, and the BDTA re-test, r(11) = .508, p =
.046. Answers to item, ―I get easily bored,‖ had a significant correlation with only
the BDTA re-test k value, r(11) = .543, p = .034. Answers to item ―I like to play
chess and/or checkers,‖ had a significant negative correlation with only the BDTA
pre-test k value, r(11) = -.539, p = .035.
Answers to ―I say things without thinking‖ did not correlate with k values
but had a significant negative correlation to the selection of the SS reinforcer
during the CDTA, r(11) = -.728, p = .004, as did answers to ―I buy things without
thinking,‖ r(11) = -.736, p = .003. Conversely, answers to ―I like to think carefully
about things,‖ had a significant, positive correlation with the selection of the SS
reinforcer as well, r(11) = .707, p = .005, as did answers to ―I can think about one
problem at a time,‖ r(11)=.648, p = .011. Notably, answers to direct questions
specifically (e.g., ―It is hard for me to wait.‖) about waiting did not significantly
correlate with k values or other behavioral measures of waiting. See Table 8 for the
correlation values for all 35 survey items.
Social Validity
Following completion of the BDTA post-test in Stage 4, each participant
completed the child social validity survey with the experimenter. See Table 9 for a
description of each participant‘s score for each survey item, and an average final
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score for each participant, each survey item, and the average overall scores.
Overall, scores were moderate, with an average score of 3.4 across participants
(range: 2.9 to 3.7). Overall, the participants scored the rule-based survey items
(e.g., questions 8 and 9) lower than the concurrent activity-based survey items (e.g.,
questions 1 and 2). Participants also indicated that they were more comfortable
with a parent (M = 3.8) implementing the procedures than a teacher doing so (M =
2.6); when asked about this difference, Gideon and Liliana both stated that they felt
a teacher would provide a much less preferred activity to complete during a wait
than a parent would. Notably, Elspeth and Jace, the participants with the highest
rates of problem behavior and lowest percentage of delayed reinforcer selection,
were also the participants who scored the interventions the lowest. In addition,
Elseth and Jace both reported that they preferred the concurrent activity without a
rule, while the other participants reported preferring the package intervention of
both the rule and the concurrent activity.
Following the completion of the child‘s social validity survey, the
experimenter administered the adult social validity survey to at least one of the
participant‘s legal guardians, based on the adult‘s availability. See table 10 for a
description of each adults‘ score for each survey item, and an average final score
for each adult, each survey item, and the average overall scores. Both guardians
completed the survey for Elspeth, Gideon, and Jace, while only one guardian was
available to complete the survey for Chandra and Liliana. Overall, adults provided
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higher ratings across all survey items than participants, with an average score of 4.6
(range: 4.3-5). All adults scored items at or above 3. Three adults indicated that
they had different levels of comfort with the rule and the concurrent activity,
suggesting they would prefer one to the other when compared in isolation.
However, all eight adults reported that they preferred the package intervention.
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Discussion
The interventions used in this study successfully produced consistent selfcontrolled responding with three of the five treatment participants, and partial selfcontrolled responding with a fourth. All five participants in Stage 3 waited for an
average of 2 min 36 s or less during the waiting baseline, possibly suggesting
impulsivity. With sufficient discrimination training, all five participants displayed
sensitivity to differences in both reinforcer delay and magnitude, preferring large
magnitudes to small magnitudes, and immediate reinforcers to delayed reinforcers.
In both the CDTA impulsivity test and Stage 3 baseline, all five participants
displayed a strong preference for the SS reinforcer over the LL reinforcer,
demonstrating impulsive responding.
These results have important implications for the utility of behavioral
assessments and treatment for impulsivity with this population. None of the
participants had any formal psychological or developmental diagnoses related to
impulsivity, or otherwise, nor did any have individualized education plans in place
to address impulsivity in the classroom. However, nine of the 12 participants
displayed impulsive preferences during assessment, indicating a potential need for
self-control skills training. In a typical education environment, these nine
participants represent students with an important skill deficit that could potentially
remain unrecognized and unrectified, unless impulsive behavior reached disruptive
levels. As impulsive behavior need not reach that level of severity to have
cumulative deleterious effects on an individual‘s wellbeing, these deficits ‗slipping
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through the cracks‘ have a meaningful impact on the student. Both the CDTA and
the BDTA have the potential to identify these deficits, although the BDTA can do
so in far less time, and yield far more quantifiable and specific results.
BIS-11
The BIS-11 is one of the most thoroughly researched and well-established
surveys for the assessment of impulsivity in the psychological literature, with
published studies validating its use with a variety of ages, populations, and
languages (Stanford et al., 2009). However, only a subset of the literature has
investigated the predictive power of BIS-11 scores concerning k values (Baumann
& Odum, 2012). Furthermore, Baumann and Odum (2012) noted the findings of
this research are inconclusive, with some studies reporting significant correlations
(e.g., Bjork et al., 2004; Yeomans et al., 2008), and other studies finding none (e.g.,
Einsenberg et al., 2007; Krishnan-Sarin et al., 2007). This inconsistency in findings
may be due to several factors. First, the level of analysis across studies varied, with
correlations calculated for total BIS-11 scores, subscale scores, or individual
question values. For example, if a study only evaluated the overall BIS-11 score,
the experimenters may have missed significant correlations between k value and
subscales. Second, factors related to the commodities assessed (e.g., cocaine,
alcohol, food items) and the populations tested may mitigate the correlation
between BIS-11 scores and k value. Furthermore, since different types of stimuli
possess unique properties, and different populations may have unique repertoires,
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contexts, or historical considerations, the correlational strength between the rate at
which individuals discount those commodities and their answers on the BIS-11
may differ. For example, college students who respond positively to interventions
for reducing most unhealthy food choices may not respond to the intervention when
it specifically targets chicken nuggets (Bevet et al., 2018). Further compounding
the problem is the fact that the adolescent and child versions of the BIS-11 have
undergone less validity testing than the adult version, and only a portion of
question items from the adult version are present in the child and adolescent
versions, making cross-version comparisons difficult.
In the present study, the overall scores for both the brief and adolescent
versions of the BIS-11 failed to correlate significantly with age, gender, or
performance on either the CDTA or BDTA. This lack of correlation may be due to
the breadth of the BIS-11, as the questions refer to a broad range of areas of
impulsivity related to cognition, emotion, attention, motor movements, and
planning. In contrast, the delay discounting measures describe a specific response
in a particular choice arrangement. Nearly half the questions from the BIS-11
correlated with one or more behavioral measures in the present investigation, with
most of the correlating items belonging to the subscale related to nonplanning. As
planning relies upon verbal behavior pertaining to future events, this finding
suggests that the behaviors related to impulsivity as captured by the BDTA may
most closely relate to planning skills. This finding also suggests that the
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nonplanning subscale may be more useful as a screening tool than administering
the full BIS-11 when interested in child delay discounting rates. It is possible that
the behaviors related to impulsivity as measured by the BDTA are those most
closely related to planning skills.
Statistical analysis identified 18 statistically significant values across 10
survey items. Of these statistically significant correlations, 14 correlations across 8
survey items showed high content agreement between participant responses to
survey items and actual behavioral performance. That is, what would constitute an
impulsive response on one measure correlated with what would be considered the
impulsive selection on the other, and vice versa. For example, the higher
participants scored the item, ―I am self-controlled,‖ the smaller, and thus, more
self-controlled, their observed k values were. An individual who accurately selfreports that they are self-controlled would be predicted to display high values of
self-control on a delay discounting task. However, data analysis identified two
counter-intuitive correlations, indicating possible content validity concerns with the
survey items.
First, the two participants who scored the item ―I buy things without
thinking,‖ highly also tended to yield smaller k values, longer wait times, and fewer
SS reinforcer selections, with the last correlation being statistically significant. This
particular statement may be confounded by the participants‘ ages. It is possible that
some children, particularly younger ones, do not earn allowances or receive other
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spending money, and were therefore more likely to give the lower score, ―never,‖
compared to the other participants who were more familiar with spending money.
This finding might have occurred not because their purchases were self-controlled,
but rather that some children rarely or never made purchases at all. Several
participants commented that their parents were the ones who made purchases, not
the participants themselves.
Second, and conversely, the two participants who scored the item, ―I plan
tasks carefully,‖ highly also tended to yield larger k values, shorter waiting times,
and greater SS reinforcer selections, all of which suggest greater impulsivity. All
three of these correlations were statistically significant at the p <.05 level. There are
several potential reasons for this finding. As this was the first question asked of
participants, they may not have fully understood the directions, despite the didactic
instruction and questioning from the experimenter before administering the
assessment. The experimenter provided the instructions ―People are different in
how they act and how they think. This is a test to see the ways that you act and
think. Listen to each sentence, and tell me how much you think or act that way.
Answer quickly and honestly – there‘s no wrong answers. If you don‘t understand a
word, you can ask me about it,‖ then described each of the four numerical options.
After that, the experimenter provided a few examples to illustrate, such as ―I have
never eaten a rock in my life, so if a sentence said ‗I eat rocks,‘ I would give it a 1,
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for Never.‖ The experimenter then asked the participants if they had any questions.
Once all questions were answered, the experimenter began the BIS-11.
Another possibility is that the participants provided the answer they thought
the experimenter wanted, rather than an accurate one, as a form of participant bias
similar to the Hawthorne effect (See Cambridge, Witton, & Elbourne, 2014). To
control for this possibility, the experimenter provided a neutral statement following
each answer, (―Okay,‖ ―alright,‖ ―I‘ll write that down.‖) regardless of that child‘s
answer. The experimenter‘s responses may have reduced or extinguished the
children‘s tendency to give ―pleasing‖ answers rather than truthful ones over the
course of the first few survey items. A third possibility is that for some survey
items, the participants who exhibited the least self-control skills may also have
been the least prepared to accurately report on deficits in their self-control skills
(Kruger & Dunning, 1999). That is, they may not have known what constituted
‗planning carefully,‘ or the potentially lacked the awareness, self-observation, and
tacting skills to accurately rate their own performance in this area (Skinner, 1974).
Another noteworthy possibility exists that the participants did not
‗understand‘ the question, and committed similar errors. At least ten of the 12
participants asked for clarification for the items, ―I act on the spur of the moment,‖
―I am happy-go-lucky,‖ ―my thoughts race,‖ ―I act ‗on impulse,‘‖ and, ―I am
future-oriented.‖ Three to six participants asked for clarification for the items,
―When I think about something, other thoughts pop up in my mind,‖ ―I like to think
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about complex problems,‖ and, ―I spend more money than I should,‖ indicating a
possible misunderstanding of the questions. When this occurred, the experimenter
provided scripted answers to the participants‘ questions to maintain consistency.
However, this confusion still represents a potential confound and potential reason
for why the experimenters found counter-intuitive or non-significant correlations.
Many young children may simply lack the verbal behavior skills to answer a given
question accurately, particularly when unfamiliar or arbitrary words, complex
sentence structure, and older idioms are present in the question item. Future studies
should continue efforts to adapt the BIS-11 for children, with an emphasis on
simplifying and updating question verbiage for accessibility.
Ultimately, while the total scores of the BIS-11 and the BDTA k values did
not correlate, specific items on the BIS-11 showed high correspondence. While this
finding replicates the present literature in that some BIS-11 items correlated with k
values more significantly than others, the exact items that correlated differ from
prior research. For example, Kirby and Finch (2010) found, ―I plan tasks
carefully,‖ to be one of the most reliable question items, with a loading of .69. In
the present study, ―I plan tasks carefully,‖ was also one of the more reliable items,
correlating significantly with BDTA pre-test and re-test scores as well as the
percentage of trials in which the participant selected the SS reinforcer during the
CDTA. However, Kirby and Finch (2010) also found, ―I am future-oriented,‖ to be
reliable with a factor loading of .66. In the present study, ―I am future-oriented,‖
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did not correlate with any behavioral measures, and multiple participants stated
they found the statement ―confusing.‖
The correlation of specific items of the BIS-11 with k value offers partial
support of the predictive validity of the BDTA, and may provide the foundation of
a useful impulsivity subscale for typically-developing children. Future BDTA
iterations may include the nine items that showed significant positive correlations
as a screening tool. Due to the small number of participants in the present study, it
was not possible to complete a factorial analysis. Future research should replicate
stages 1 and 2 of the present study with a larger number of participants to allow for
such an analysis and validate an alternate subscale related specifically to k value.
Similarly, the small number of participants who completed self-control training
resulted in an inability to conduct viable statistical analyses of post-training k
values with survey responses. Future research should also replicate stages 1, 3, and
4 with a larger number of participants to allow for statistical comparison of preand post-training k values.
CDTA
Waiting Baseline
During the naturalistic waiting baseline, the criterion for stability was set at
25% or less variability across three consecutive data points. This criterion differed
from the criterion for stability for the three other portions of the CDTA (i.e.,
magnitude sensitivity, delay sensitivity, etc.), which required the same selection
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from the array during four consecutive trials. The rationale for this difference was
two-fold. First, the naturalistic waiting baseline included direct measures in the
form of latency in seconds, whereas the data collected in the other portions of the
CDTA involved the reinforcer selected. While it is relatively simple to obtain
identical data from a binary arrangement, the likelihood of getting identical latency
values is significantly lower.
Second, the naturalistic waiting baseline procedures did not include any
prompting, feedback, praise, or blocking procedures; that is, the experimenter did
not provide any differential reinforcement based on waiting duration and the
consequence for the participant was identical regardless of the length of time
waited. Thus, the procedures of the naturalistic waiting baseline typically resulted
in shorter latencies to touching the item across consecutive sessions, as they
produced the same magnitude and quality of reinforcement more quickly. Nine
participants displayed decreasing trends during the waiting trials, despite eight of
those participants emitting some form of activity or strategy for waiting.
Vivien displayed no trend due to waiting the maximum amount of time per
trial, 10 min. As such, the experimenter could not ascertain a ‗true‘ maximum
waiting time, and it is possible that had there not been such a limit on trial length,
Vivien would have displayed a continued decreasing trend over time. The
remaining two participants, Liliana and Elspeth, displayed increasing trends,
indicating that their waiting times increased the more trials they waited. Notably,
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both participants stated that they were counting during the interval, which could be
considered a concurrent activity. Liliana stated that she tried to count to 100 each
trial before touching the item. Elspeth explained that she counted the seconds and
―tried to beat her score‖ on each subsequent trial. As other participants displayed
decreasing trends despite engaging in waiting strategies, such as tapping the table,
this finding may suggest that either these two participants had stronger pre-existing
waiting strategy repertoires than the other participants, or that counting functions as
a particularly effective concurrent activity. The latter hypothesis may be supported
by the literature, as Manfra et al. (2014) found verbal tasks were effective at
improving waiting appropriately, and counting is a verbal task. For Elspeth, another
potential contributor to the increasing trend observed might have related to
additional idiosyncratic reinforcement in the form of ‗winning‘ her self-imposed
game (i.e., counting to a higher number while waiting functioned as a conditioned
reinforcer).
Magnitude Sensitivity
During the magnitude sensitivity assessment, the experimenter administered
forced-choice trials to provide each participant with experience for each option. In
addition, the experimenter provided graphical and vocal descriptions of each option
prior to allowing the participant to choose freely between them. Ten participants
emitted perfect discrimination between the two options, selecting the larger
reinforcer for 100% of trials. Two participants, Nissa and Domri, did not show such
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differentiation, selecting the smaller reinforcer for 25% and 20% of trials,
respectively. As their performance stabilized, they selected the larger reinforcer for
the majority of trials. As they consistently selected the larger reinforcer after
additional trials, the likely explanation for the imperfect discrimination is the
forced-choice trials alone offered insufficient experience for those individuals. It is
possible that additional forced-choice trials, or asking the participant additional
questions about the options to test comprehension, prior to the free-choice trials
would enhance rapid discrimination across the options.
Delay Sensitivity
During the delay sensitivity assessment, the experimenter administered
forced-choice trials and presented graphic and vocal descriptions of each option.
Nine participants emitted perfect discrimination between the two options, selecting
the immediate reinforcer for 100% of trials. One participant, Vivien, selected the
delayed reinforcer for 100% of trials. One possible explanation for Vivien
preferring the delayed reinforcer is that her selections were under the control of a
self-generated rule rather than the immediately of the reinforcer itself, as Vivien
suspected the choices were a ―trick‖ and that she would get a high magnitude
reinforcer if she made the ―obviously wrong‖ choice. Another possible explanation
is that Vivien‘s responding was an attempt to solicit social reinforcement in the
form of approval from the experimenter, as she repeatedly stated that she wanted to
―show off‖ her waiting skills and be ―the best‖ at waiting. The experimenter
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ignored these statements and did not comment on her waiting performance or
selections.
Two participants, Liliana and Wrenn, showed a different pattern of
selection, choosing the delayed reinforcer for 20% and 37.5% of trials,
respectively. However, both Liliana and Wrenn consistently selected the immediate
reinforcer by the end of the assessment. Liliana stated that she ―did not mean to
select that one‖ (i.e., the delayed reinforcer) when the experimenter delivered the
instruction to wait. When asked, Wrenn stated that she ―did not know‖ why she
selected that option. The experimenter hypothesized that these selection may
represent errors due to failing to scan or attend to the array before making a
selection, and it is possible that orienting responses before making the selection
could reduce these errors and enhance immediate discrimination.
Impulsivity Assessment
During the impulsivity assessment, teaching procedures were similar to
those in the magnitude and delay sensitivity assessments; the experimenter
conducted forced-choice trials and presented descriptions for each of the two
options in multiple formats. Ten participants preferred the smaller, immediate
reinforcer to the larger, delayed reinforcer. Two participants, Tibalt and Vivien,
exhibited patterns of preference for the larger, delayed reinforcer. Notably, Vivien
did not select the smaller, immediate reinforcer for any free-choice trials. One
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likely explanation for Tibalt and Vivien‘s selections is that they already had some
self-control skills at the time of the study, and responded accordingly.
Interestingly, both participants who displayed increasing trends in the
naturalistic waiting baseline did not display a preference for the larger, delayed
reinforcer during the impulsivity assessment. This may be due to the length of the
delay in the impulsivity assessment, as it was significantly longer than the
maximum time waited in the naturalistic baseline. The delay to the larger, later
reinforcer could have abolished the value of both the leisure item itself and any
automatic reinforcement for ‗beating‘ a previous waiting time. Neither Liliana nor
Elspeth were observed engaging in a counting task, and neither reported covertly
counting when the experimenter asked. This may be due to extinction, as the use of
the counting strategy did not increase the tangible reinforcement received in the
naturalistic baseline. It is also possible that emitting the counting strategy came
under the control of a demand to wait, and the availability of an immediate
reinforcer (i.e., waiting was not mandatory) had an abative effect on using the
strategy. In other words, having counting in the repertoire as a waiting strategy did
not alter preferences for immediate reinforcers.
BDTA
Few studies have formally evaluated delay discounting rates with typicallydeveloping schoolchildren. The most recent study by Miller (2019) compared two
variation of a 5-trial adjusting delay task, one with actual monetary rewards in
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which the children received money, and one with hypothetical rewards in which the
children received nothing. With adults, responses to real and hypothetical rewards
yield similar responses (Madden et al., 2003). However, as children have less
robust verbal behavior compared to adults, and less extensive experience with
money, it cannot be assumed that they will also respond similarly across
discounting tasks. Miller (2019) found that while responses were largely consistent
with participants and across reward types, their equivalency could not be
established due to the small sample size. Notably, the k values obtained in Miller
(2019) had a similar range to those in the present study.
The hypothetical reward task may be even faster and easier to administer
than the BDTA. However, as the BDTA uses tangible, real-world reinforcers, the
BDTA has the advantage of direct measurement, and thus, has no concerns with
regard to equivalency with hypothetical discounting rates. Furthermore, the use of
tangibles that are typically already available, such as toys the family already owns
or blocks the teacher already possesses, which can be re-used across individuals,
means that the BDTA may be more cost effective to administer than a monetary
task using real rewards.
One possible concern with the BDTA administration was the lack of forcedchoice trials. While each option in the BDTA included a graphic representation as
well as a vocal and textual description, it is possible that participants lacked the
verbal or attending repertoires to discriminate between the two options accurately
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from those descriptions alone. Given that two participants did not discriminate
perfectly during the magnitude and delay sensitivity assessments, the addition of
forced-choice trials to BDTA procedures may not guarantee perfectly accurate
responding. Indeed, only two participants had identical k values from their BDTA
pre-test and re-test. However, given the strong, significant correlation between the
pre-test and re-test, participants appeared to respond consistently to the assessment.
An unanticipated potential confound during the BDTA was that some
participants reported they recognized the nature of the behavior being tested. In the
BDTA, the magnitude of the larger reinforcer was double that of the smaller
reinforcer, unlike the CDTA in which the magnitude difference was tenfold. In this
way, the BDTA bears a resemblance to the marshmallow test, in which children
were told they could eat a single marshmallow immediately or two marshmallows
after a delay (Mischel et al., 1989). During the BDTA administration, two
participants, Vivien and Wrenn, mentioned the marshmallow test to the
experimenter. For example, Wrenn asked, ―Is this like that marshmallow test thing?
Is this about how long I will wait?‖ The experimenter replied to such questions
with a neutral statement such as, ―I can answer all your questions once we‘re done,
we have to do our choices first.‖ Due to the participants‘ ages, the experimenters
did not anticipate that any participants would have even passing familiarity with the
marshmallow test or other procedures related to delay discounting. As discussions
of the marshmallow test often include discussion of Mischel et al.‘s findings, it is
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possible that participants who recognized the purpose of the procedures responded
based on the assumption that selecting the delayed option was the ‗correct‘ answer,
and thus, their selections were not representative of their actual preferences.
Treatment
Five participants received treatment in Stage 3 of the study: Chandra,
Elspeth, Gideon, Jace, and Liliana. Of these five, Chandra, Liliana, and Gideon
displayed 100% self-controlled responding under at least one treatment condition,
and Jace displayed 40 to 60% self-controlled responding in the package
intervention. Elspeth did not respond to treatment.
Of the five participants, the two participants who demonstrated the least
improvement in their delay tolerance performance, Jace and Elspeth, also displayed
the highest rate and magnitude of problem behavior. Problem behavior typically
occurred during waiting and longer inter-trial intervals. Although the experimenter
attempted to minimize attention to problem behaviors, some instances of behavior
required physical blocking of the participants‘ responses (e.g., aggression, throwing
items). These blocking responses may have constituted reinforcement in the form
of attention, and inadvertently reinforced selection of the SS reinforcer. These
problem behaviors increased in frequency during the course of Stage 3 of the
experiment, likely as a function of the increase in delay period length and task
demands. In addition, if Jace or Elspeth selected the delayed reinforcer, but
engaged in severe problem behavior (e.g., physical aggression), the experimenter
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did not provide the reinforcer at the end of the delay as the participant did not wait
appropriately. Thus, not only did the problem behavior possibly contact
reinforcement, it also reduced the contact with reinforcement for selecting the
delayed reinforcer.
Problem behavior outside of or preceding sessions may have also served as
a form of setting event. For example, on one occasion Elspeth was engaging in a
tantrum as the experimenter arrived for session. Per parent report, the tantrum was
evoked by the parent cleaning Elspeth‘s bedroom, and had occurred for
approximately 20 min. The experimenter attempted re-direction and implemented
an extended pre-session pairing period (Kelly et al., 2015) with Elspeth. However,
Elspeth displayed signs of physiological arousal (e.g., flushed face, increased
breathing rate) and mild emotional responding throughout session. It is possible
that such events served as an abolishing operation for the leisure items used as
putative reinforcers in the experimental sessions, and established signs of damage
from the experimenter as competing reinforcers for compliance.
In addition, the experimenter conducted sessions with Jace and Elspeth
entirely in the home environment. While both the parents and the experimenter
attempted to control potential sources of variability and disruptions in the home
environment, multiple distractors occurred. For example, a child who lived nearby
and often played with the participants occasionally entered the home unexpectedly
during sessions and asked to play, or knocked on the window in sight of the session
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table. As playing with peers was a highly-preferred activity for both Jace and
Elspeth, this caused significant disruption to and, occasionally, termination of
sessions. Sibling behavior outside of sessions also caused disruption for the sibling
currently in session. For example, if Jace engaged in tantrums outside of session
but within the home, Elspeth would attempt to watch Jace, and occasionally
attempt to leave the session area to ‗help‘ the parent address the situation. Based on
the performance of participants with zero or near-zero problem behavior, it is very
likely that Jace and Elspeth would have displayed greater responses to treatment
had these disruptions and competing responses not been present. As self-control
training did not appear to reduce their problem behavior in this study, future
research should investigate the relationship between problem behavior and waiting.
It is the responsibility of the experimenter, both ethically and procedurally,
to continue programming modifications until an experimental effect is
demonstrated. Unfortunately, Jace and Elspeth‘s availability did not permit them to
continue participation after the completion of the package phase. Due to the
frequency and magnitude of the problem behavior, continued participation would
have required focused, function-based protocols for reducing problem behavior to
zero or near-zero rates. Ideally, this would require conducting a functional analysis,
which in turn would require additional consent from their legal guardians, approval
of an amendment with the functional analysis procedures from the institutional
review board, and additional time. Following the assessment, additional time would
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be required to design and implement the behavior plan, followed by additional time
to resume and continue self-control training.
In the event that Jace and Elspeth had the availability, but a functional
analysis was not feasible, the experimenter would target increasing the percentage
of compliance with experimenter demands as well as reducing the rate of problem
behavior. These sessions would resemble the discrete trial training format (e.g.,
Smith, 2001) in which compliance would be reinforced with praise and toy access.
In addition, a differential reinforcement of response omission procedure (would be
in place for all instances of problem behavior (Jessel & Ingvarsson, 2016). Once
participants complied with demands for at least 80% of opportunities across at least
two consecutive sessions, with zero to near-zero rates of problem behavior, selfcontrol training sessions would resume with a return to the package intervention.
Another possible explanation for the partial response to treatment was the
lack of delay fading. Typically, concurrent activities are combined with delay
fading, in which the delay is initially set at zero and increases in length over time.
In the present study, the experimenter exposed participants to the full length delay
regardless of how often they selected the LL reinforcer. It is possible that the
addition of delay fading would have improved Jace and Elspeth‘s response to
treatment.
In the event that participants had the availability for a brief self-control
training phase, but not for an extended assessment and treatment phase, or in the
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event that problem behavior reduction did not improve responding to the package
intervention or its components, the experimenter could implement a novel package
phase in which the rule, the concurrent activity, and delay fading were present. In
this procedure, the initial delay to the LL reinforcer would be set at 0 s, or
immediately delivered upon selection. After participants selected the LL reinforcer
for the majority of trials across two sessions, the delay length would be
incrementally increased by 1/12th of the total delay length, until participants were
selecting the LL reinforcer in the majority of trials and waiting appropriately for the
entire delay.
The present study is not the first to demonstrate limited success in selfcontrol training with children. Few studies have compared the effects of rules and
concurrent activities, or concurrent activities with and without rules. Therefore, it is
imperative to determine how the results of the present study contrast with those in
the extant literature. Staubitz et al. (2019) found that delay fading without a
concurrent activity was ineffective at improving self-control in six children with
emotional and behavioral disorders. The present study did not evaluate delay
fading, but similarly found that one procedure, concurrent activities, was effective
with only a subset of participants. However, Staubitz et al. (2019) determined that
the addition of a strategic rule to the delay fading procedure improved selfcontrolled responses for half the participants. Similarly, the present study found
that the addition of a rule improved performance for one of the two participants
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who did not respond to the concurrent activity. Like in Staubitz et al. (2019),
additional modifications to the procedure did not evoke self-controlled responding
in the remaining participant.
Conversely, while rules were effective in both the present study and
Staubitz et al. (2019), they were found to be ineffective in Newquist et al. (2013).
This difference may be due to timing, as the rule was provided after selection in
Newquist et al. (2013) rather than before. However, both the present study and
Newquist et al. (2013) found that concurrent activities were effective at improving
participant self-controlled responses.
Limitations
Several limitations to this study exist. First, the multiple baseline design of
Stage 3 of the study presented the potential for sequence effects. It is possible that
Chandra and Liliana only responded to the presentation of the rule in the third
phase due to their experiences with the concurrent activity in the previous phase.
Conversely, given that Gideon occasionally asked, ―When will I have something to
do again?‖ in the rule phase, his selection of the SS reinforcer in that phase may
have been influenced by his experience in the previous condition. However, given
the significant difference in level and variability for those three participants
between the activity and rule phases, and given that they resumed selection of the
activity in the third phase, sequence effects may have been negligible. In addition,
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Jace displayed a potential carryover effect from the concurrent activity phase into
the rule phase, showing a continuous upward trend.
One potential solution to these sequence effect would be the addition of a
second rule-only condition following the package condition. While the rule could
not be removed once introduced, the concurrent activity could be. Control would be
demonstrated when responding in this second rule condition resembles responding
in the first. For example, if Gideon‘s selection of the SS reinforcer increased to
100% in the second rule condition. Unfortunately, four of the five participants were
unavailable after completion of the package condition, and thus this reversal could
not be completed. Future research should include such reversals for a stronger
analysis of the contribution of the concurrent activity to the treatment package.
A second potential limitation was that the multiple baseline design was not
perfectly concurrent. While this does not invalidate the conclusions of the study, a
non-concurrent multiple baseline design cannot display as strong a functional
relation as a concurrent one. The use of the non-concurrent design was necessary to
accommodate participant availability. The experimenter also delayed the start of
baseline for two participants, Elspeth and Liliana, in order to reduce the number of
sessions spent in baseline while maintaining experimental control, similar to a
probe design.
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Future Directions
There is currently a paucity of research including typically-developing
children in the behavior analytic literature, and an even greater scarcity of research
with this population in the area regarding a behavior analytic approach to teaching
self-control. Therefore, a rich area for future research involves the replication and
extension of self-control training interventions with children without disabilities, to
determine the extent to which procedures generalize and to select the most effective
components of treatment.
As many self-control training studies include a package intervention to alter
preferences towards more delayed reinforcers, additional component analyses are
warranted. Newquist et al. (2013) conducted one such investigation, and further
research is encouraged to evaluate the separate and combined effects of timers,
rules, delay fading, and concurrent tasks. For example, a comparison of delay
fading with and without concurrent activities, or rules with and without a timer.
Furthermore, few studies have included parametric analyses of these
components involved in self-control training. For example, since rules include
various carrier phrases and levels of complexity (e.g., strategic versus tactical
rules), an investigation of effective phrasing in language that is readily understood
by participants would be beneficial for future research. The source of the rule may
also be important. Newquist et al. (2013) compared the effects of rules stated by the
participants themselves to rules stated by the adult experimenter. Research is
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needed to compare rules stated by peers, parents, and teachers, who represent the
most likely source of rules in the natural environment.
Similarly, potential concurrent activities greatly vary. Future investigations
should include comparisons of different types of concurrent activities, such as
academic tasks to ‗mindfulness‘ tasks (e.g., progressive muscle relaxation). In
addition, no study to date has included the use of video modeling to teach selfcontrol skills to children. As video modeling is effective for teaching a variety of
skills to a variety of child populations (Baker et al., 2009; Delano, 2007), and the
emission of vocal and motor tasks is easily recorded, it is possible that showing a
video of concurrent activities being performed will be an effective addition to selfcontrol training. Furthermore, few studies have evaluated the independent initiation
of the concurrent activity following self-control training. For example, Hanley et al.
(2007) measured the extent to which participants stated ―okay‖ and repeated the
rule upon the teacher denying access to an item; the teacher did not include
instructions to repeat the rule in the denial itself. Providing materials for a
concurrent activity during a delay may constitute a cue or prompt to engage in the
activity. Ideally, following training, a participant would gather materials and
initiate the activity without further action once the delay begins.
Another potential area for future investigation involves the effects of timers
on self-controlled responding. Newquist et al. (2013) evaluated the effects of the
presence of a timer in their component analysis, finding that it was ineffective at
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enhancing self-control. Although a timer was not included in the current study,
several participants either asked for a timer or attempted to view the experimenter‘s
timer. Future research should evaluate whether a timer, or a clock, can improve
waiting tolerance or preference for waiting. It is possible that the addition of a timer
to other procedures may render procedures more or less effective. Parametrically,
future research could also compare different types of timers, such as comparing
sand timers, digital timers, and ‗visual‘ timers, to discover their effects on
responding, particularly with younger children or children diagnosed with
disabilities. Additional skills, such as self-setting of the timer, might also be
investigated as extensions of the current literature.
Other interventions have been demonstrated as effectively improving selfcontrol in impulsive adults. Many of these require verbal behavior, much like rules
do. As schoolchildren have sufficient verbal behavior for rule-following to be
effective, it is possible that these other interventions may also be successful with
them. For example, a child with textual and rule-governed behavior may respond to
a contingency contract, in which a written agreement is provided describing
behaviors, performance criteria, and pre-determined consequences. Contracts have
been successfully used to support health, academic, and social behaviors with
children (Miller & Stark, 1994; Mruzek et al., 2007). Contracts have also been
successfully used in contingency management to address addictions and other
impulsivity-related disorders in older adolescents (e.g., Morean et al., 2014).
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Another example is bundling, in which the individual‘s selection in the first trial is
‗locked in‘ for all subsequent trials, has been shown to improve self-control in adult
smokers (Hofmeyr et al., 2011). Lastly, mindfulness and acceptance, in which
individuals are taught to attend to and describe their emotional and physiological
experiences rather than suppress or escape them, was shown to improve selfcontrol and reduce delay discounting rates in undergraduates (Morrison et al.,
2014). As mindfulness training has already been used successfully with children to
improve skills such as attending (e.g., Enoch & Dixon, 2017), it should be possible
to adapt mindfulness for self-control training purposes with this population. Future
research should formally evaluate the effectiveness of these procedures with child
populations, and include them in future component analyses.
The present study did not include formal generalization probes in the
natural environment to assess the extent to which self-control training impacted
waiting and preferences outside of the experimental setting. Anecdotally, the
participants‘ guardians often reported seeing improvement in situations related to
delay tolerance at home. For example, Chandra‘s parents reported she won an
award for self-control from her school following the completion of self-control
training in the study. Future research may include formal probes of generalization
across other reinforcers, adults, waiting periods, concurrent activities, and settings
to determine the extent to which treatment effects generalize.
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Teaching other supportive skills may also be helpful in the treatment of
impulsivity. For example, evidence suggests that sensitivity to anxiety-related
bodily states, discomfort, or stressful events can be a predictor of impulsive
behaviors (Rung et al., 2018). Distress tolerance can be modified through teaching
stress and self-management skills, such as engaging in self-soothing behaviors
(e.g., eating a piece of chocolate, listening to a favorite song), progressive muscle
relaxation, and mindfulness exercises. Teaching appropriate alternatives to
discomfort may reduce relapse (Brown et al., 2005). As many of these strategies are
either identical to interventions for impulsivity (e.g., mindfulness), or can be
incorporated into interventions for impulsivity (e.g., using progressive muscle
relaxation as a concurrent activity), assessing distress tolerance and teaching
toleration skills should be investigated insofar as they relate to impulsivity and
children.
Future research might also provide an evaluation of assessment procedures.
The present study included pilot data for a novel assessment tool, the BDTA.
Although results look promising, future research is needed to validate the BDTA.
Replication with larger sample sizes would allow for additional statistical analysis
and validity measures, while replication with other child populations (e.g., ASD,
ADHD) may bolster the external validity of the assessment. In addition, as delay
discounting is a trans-disease process, future statistical analyses may include other
participant variables, such as rates of problem behavior in the school environment,
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frequency of office referrals, grades and other academic assessment scores, and
physical measures such as growth milestones and body mass index. Lastly, future
research may investigate the predictive and convergent validity of the BDTA with
other assessments. For example, k values obtained with the BDTA may be
compared to scores on other impulsivity survey tools, such as the Dickman
Impulsiveness Inventory (Dickman, 1990) or the Urgency, Premeditation,
Perseverance, Sensation Seeking, Positive Urgency Impulsive Behavior Scale
(Whiteside & Lynam, 2001; Whiteside et al. 2005). An item analysis of these other
surveys may identify additional question items with significant correlations to
behavioral measures. Combined with the BIS-11 items identified in the present
study, future studies may evaluate these as a potential screening subscale.
In addition, the materials used to conduct the BDTA may be further refined.
For example, the cards used to present each option may be modified and assessed
to determine which phrasing and graphic representation is most effective with
schoolchildren (i.e., will produce the most accurate responding to novel options).
Similarly, future investigations may compare different configurations of the data
sheet to determine which format allows for the quickest and most accurate data
recording.
Practitioner Implications
There are numerous disciplines concerned with the health and well-being of
children, including but not limited to medical providers, behavior analysts,
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educators, and therapists. Impulsivity poses significant risk to the long-term health
and success of children, and thus, must be included as part of any formal medical or
behavioral intervention. That being said, the interventions compared in the present
study do not represent the entirety of possible treatment for impulsivity, and were
not effective with all participants. Even when successful, rules and concurrent
activities are unlikely to significantly shift discounting rates across all
commodities, contexts, and times.
The two specific procedures evaluated in the present study have numerous
benefits for practitioners. First, they are very naturalistic, and resemble common
interactions between adults and children. Parents often provide rules or distractions
to their children, for example, but typically do not write advanced contingency
contracts or conduct mindfulness exercises. Second, the cost of the interventions is
low, requiring either no materials in the case of rules, or items and activities already
possessed by the caregiver or practitioner, in the case of concurrent activities.
Third, the procedures can be run in a variety of environments, from homes and
classrooms to waiting rooms and public transportation.
Rules and concurrent activities may not directly reduce problem behavior,
as seen with Elspeth and Jace. However, they do allow children to contact LL
reinforcers early and often. Without such contact, self-controlled responding is
unlikely to develop. In short, these interventions aid in the development and
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continued support of decision making skills vital to the health and wellbeing of
children as they grow.
Conclusion
Impulsivity is a self-perpetuating pattern of responding. Responding
impulsively often results in salient, immediate reinforcers, whereas self-controlled
responding produces delayed reinforcers. As seen with obesity and addiction, these
immediate reinforcers are often powerful, primary reinforcers such as food,
addictive drugs, and alleviation of withdrawal symptoms (Amlung et al. 2016;
Appelhans et al., 2019; Audrain-McGovernet al., 2009). However, reliable access
to quick and powerful reinforcers is not an indication of the appropriateness or
healthfulness of a behavior. Prioritizing immediate food reinforcers over delayed
fitness reinforcers (e.g., healthy body mass index, muscle mass) has a detrimental
effect on one‘s health, as does prioritizing immediate access to nicotine over longterm abstinence from tobacco products. While occasional selection of immediate
reinforcers is not problematic, and may even be advantageous at times, long-term
impulsivity has a deleterious cumulative effect. These effects occur in nearly every
facet of the human experience, from daily living and self-care to academics to
vocations to interpersonal relationships (Freeney, & O'Connell, 2010; Hof, 2010;
Sweeney et al., 2019). In other words, delay discounting is woven irrevocably into
the fabric of human life.
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Fortunately, a preference for immediate reinforcers is mutable and receptive
to conditioning. Impulsivity and self-control are not entirely fixed traits, but a suite
of skills that can be taught. By learning these skills at an early age, children may
avoid the reinforcement trap of impulsivity; it is far easier to prevent a long
learning history for impulsive responding than to counteract decades of
reinforcement for impulsivity. Given the implications of impulsive responding on
quality of life, and given that behavioral inoculation against impulsivity is possible,
a failure to teach appropriate delay tolerance skills is a gross oversight in early
education.
Hanley et al. (2007) pioneered the inclusion of delay tolerance skills in the
Preschool Life Skills (PLS) curriculum, to great success. However, their use of a
rule is but one approach to promoting self-controlled responses. Children with skill
deficits in echoics or rule-governed behavior may not respond as well to the PLS
curriculum, but may respond to other interventions such as delay fading or
concurrent activities. In the present study, the presentation and repetition of a rule
alone was ineffective at increasing or maintaining the selection of the LL reinforcer
for three participants. With additional research, behavior analysts may develop a
full curriculum for teaching a variety of self-control strategies, including
identifying when to use which skill.
In Falligant and Pence (2017), classwide and small group instruction in the
PLS was ineffective with five of the eight participants. These participants displayed
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the self-control skills following individual instruction. While a tiered approach can
be effective for gradually introducing more intensive instruction for those who
require it, it is possible that assessment may identify individuals who require
additional support or supplemental strategies before instruction begins, potentially
saving time. Conversely, an assessment may identify when a student already has a
skill, and provide guidance on extending that skill or selecting an alternative skill to
teach. The BDTA may become part of such an assessment.
Ultimately, this study offers some guidance into the assessment and
treatment of impulsivity with typically-developing school children, a population
with great need and little representation in the behavior analytic literature. By
identifying impulsivity early, teachers or therapists can apply a proactive
intervention, preventing problem behavior from developing while teaching valuable
life skills. By identifying components that are effective with this population,
behavior analysts can produce such a curriculum. Hopefully, by teaching this
critical and adaptive skill at a young age, behavior analysts can support lifelong
success for all learners.
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Naturalistic Waiting Baseline Data, by Participant, in Seconds
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BDTA Data, by Participant
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Pearson Correlations between Stage 1 and Stage 2 Assessment Scores
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Pearson correlations between individual survey items and behavioral assessment
values
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Child Social Validity Scores, by Participant and Averages
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Guardian Social Validity Scores, by Individual and Averages
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Figure 1
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Liliana, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 2
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Liliana, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 3
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Jace, in latency in seconds to touching highpreferred item.
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Figure 4
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Chandra, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 5
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Gideon, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 6
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Nissa, in latency in seconds to touching highpreferred item.
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Figure 7
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Elspeth, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 8
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Tibalt, in latency in seconds to touching highpreferred item.
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Figure 9
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Vivien, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 10
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Wrenn, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 11
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Rowan, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 12
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Serra, in latency in seconds to touching highpreferred item.
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Figure 13
Naturalistic waiting baseline data for Domri, in latency in seconds to touching
high-preferred item.
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Figure 14
CDTA assessment data for Chandra. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 15
CDTA assessment data for Domri. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 16
CDTA assessment data for Elspeth. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 17
CDTA assessment data for Gideon. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 18
CDTA assessment data for Jace. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 19
CDTA assessment data for Liliana. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 20
CDTA assessment data for Nissa. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 21
CDTA assessment data for Rowan. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 22
CDTA assessment data for Serra. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 23
CDTA assessment data for Tibalt. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 24
CDTA assessment data for Vivien. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 25
CDTA assessment data for Wrenn. SS represents the selection of the smaller,
immediate reinforcer. LS represents the selection of the larger, immediate
reinforcer. SL represents the selection of the smaller, delayed reinforcer. LL
represents the selection of the larger, delayed reinforcer.
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Figure 26
Stage 3 component analysis data for Chandra, Jace, Gideon, Elspeth, and Liliana in
a multiple baseline, with percentage of selection for smaller sooner, larger later,
and larger later with concurrent delay reinforcer options. SS represents selection of
the smaller, sooner reinforcer. LL represents selection of the larger, later reinforcer
without a concurrent activity. CA represents selection of the larger, later reinforcer
with a concurrent activity.
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Figure 27
Stage 3 component analysis data for Chandra, Jace, Gideon, Elspeth, and Liliana in
a multiple baseline, with percentage of selection for smaller sooner versus delayed
reinforcer options. Delayed reinforcers with and without reinforcement have been
combined into a single data path. Imm represents selection of the smaller, sooner
(SS) reinforcer. Del represents the selection of any larger, delayed reinforcer, with
or without a concurrent activity.
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Figure 28
Stage 3 problem behavior data for Chandra, Jace, Gideon, Elspeth, and Liliana in a
multiple baseline, with total count of problem behavior per session.
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Appendix A
Barratt Impulsiveness Scale Data Sheet
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Appendix B
CDTA Data Sheets
CDTA Naturalistic Waiting Baseline Data Sheet
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CDTA Magnitude Sensitivity Assessment Data Sheet
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CDTA Delay Sensitivity Assessment Data Sheet
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CDTA Delay Tolerance/Impulsivity Assessment Data Sheet
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Appendix C
Sample BDTA Choice Cards
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Appendix D
Brief Delay Tolerance Assessment Data Sheet
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Appendix E
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Appendix F
Stage 3 Data Sheets
Baseline Data Sheet
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Concurrent Activity Only Data Sheet
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Rule-Only Data Sheet
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Package Data Sheet
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Appendix G
Consent Form
Study Title: Developing a Brief Delay Tolerance Assessment and Intervention for
Typically-Developing School-age Children
Study Purpose and Rationale
There are two purposes of this research: to develop a screening tool for impulsivity for use
with children and to determine what teaching procedures help promote delayed
gratification and self-control with school-age children.
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
To be eligible to participate in this study, your child must be between the ages of 5 and 10
years old. Your child must not have an intellectual or developmental diagnosis (e.g.,
autism, ADHD), and is not currently receiving any kind of formal treatment for
impulsivity.
Participation Procedures and Duration
Should your child participate, we will ask you some demographic questions. Your child
would attend at least three research sessions. During the first session, we will complete
several established assessments for impulsivity, which will involve your child answering
questions and waiting for rewards at a table. In the second session, we would repeat some
of these assessments. In the remaining sessions, your child would be given some selfcontrol training. This training will involve repeating helpful rules while waiting for
rewards and completing small tasks (e.g., sorting pictures) at a table while waiting.
Confidentiality
We will use code names to protect your child‘s privacy. No personal identifying
information will be on any of our documentation. Paper records will be kept in a locked
box in a locked room. Digital data will be stored on an encrypted, password-protected hard
drive without internet access, in a locked room. Data will only be accessible to members of
the research team. We will keep your data for seven years, after will it will be destroyed.
Potential Risks or Discomforts
The risks of participation are no greater than the risk in any typical applied behavior
analysis or school session, and are expected to be minimal. It is possible for your child to
get upset, tired, bored, or anxious during a session, just like they could in a classroom or
therapy session. Your child‘s safety is paramount. We will closely observe your child to
ensure that they are given adequate breaks, and will end a session early if they appear to be
too upset or distressed, or if severe problem behavior occurs.
Benefits and Compensation
There is no monetary compensation for participation. Your child may learn new skills in
delayed gratification and self-control as a result of participating in this study. At the end of
the study, a member of the research team will meet with you to provide a debriefing and
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review the results of the study with you. Should you be interested, we will offer you
training in the procedures used with your child promote self-control in our study.
There is a benefit to the scientific field as the results of this study may be used to improve
impulsivity screening, assessment, and treatment for school-aged children.
Video Recordings
We will be videotaping research sessions for the purposes of data collection. No one will
see these videos except the experimenters, and the videos will be stored on an encrypted,
password-protected hard drive without internet access, in a locked room. We will keep the
videos for three years, and then destroy them.
Right to Withdraw
Your child‘s participation in this study is completely voluntary. There is no penalty for not
participating, and your child may be withdrawn from the study at any time without penalty.
You and your child will not be forced to answer any questions. Refusing to participate in
the study will not jeopardize or impede your child‘s education in any way.
Whom to contact about your rights as a research participant in the study:
Dr. Lisa Steelman, IRB Chairperson
150 West University Blvd.
Melbourne, FL 32901
Email: lsteelma@fit.edu Phone: (321) 674-8104
Researcher Contact Information
Kaitlynn Gokey, MS, BCBA: KGokey2010@my.fit.edu
I have given the participant‘s guardian the opportunity to read this form and ask questions.
I have explained and defined in detail the research procedures in which the participant
would participate, and have explained that they may withdraw participation from the study
at any time.
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Appendix H
Assent Script
Hello, my name is Kaitlynn and I am a student like you.
We are trying to learn about how children make choices. We think different
children make different choices, and that we can teach new ways to make choices.
Do you ever have to make choices? We would like to understand how children like
you make choices so that teachers will be able to teach the best ways to make
choices.
We have some questions to ask you. If you want to, you can try answering
these questions. If you decide to answer our questions, we will also ask you wait
for fun rewards like playtime with toys and YouTube. Would you like to hear some
more about the questions?
[If yes, then:] Well, you might find it a little boring, or you might find it
interesting or fun since we will ask you about some different things and do some
activities that are a little different than what you‘ve been doing in school.
We‘re also going to record you while you are answering questions and
waiting for rewards, so we can remember your answers better. Is that okay? Can we
record you? If you don‘t want us to, we won‘t; it‘s completely up to you.
You get to decide whether or not you want to do this, and no one will be
mad at you if you decide not to. It will not make any difference to your grades in
school. If you try it and decide that you want to stop, that‘s okay, too. Just tell me
that you would like to quit.
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What else would you like to know? If you don‘t have any questions now,
you can still ask me at any time, okay? Would you like to answer some questions
for me, or would you rather not?
[If no, then:] That‘s okay! Thank you for taking some time to talk to me
today! It was nice to meet you.
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Appendix I
Child Social Validity Survey
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Appendix J
Adult Social Validity Survey

